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STHS-1062M ▶

STHS-1112MH ▶

STHS-1082ML ▶

STHS-9102L ▶

MODEL

STSLS-9062L+

STHS-1062M

STHS-1112MH

STHS-9102L

STHS-1082ML

Price

¥26,000

¥25,500

¥26,500

¥23,500

¥26,000

Length (cm /  ft)

290cm / 9ft6in

322cm / 10ft6in

333cm / 11ft1in

301cm / 9ft10in

325cm / 10ft8in

Power

Light +POWER

Medium

Medium Heavy

Light

Medium Light

Lure Weight

MAX30g

10-45g

12-60g

5-20g

7-40g

Line

PE #0.4-1

PE #0.8-2

PE #0.8-2

PE #0.4-1

PE #0.8-2

Action

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Self Weight

-

199g

212g

145g

185g

Tip Diameter

1.7mm

1.8mm

1.8mm

1.8mm

1.8mm

Piece

2

2

2

2

2

Collapsed Size

148cm

164cm

170cm

154cm

167cm

Other Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Carbon Fiber

STSLS-9062L+ Less is more

Specification

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

STSLS-9062L+ ▶

A simple rod packed with features that will give the angler unity with 

the fish.

SLS fishing which means SUPER LIGHT SHORE jigging is growing in 

popularity and is the use of small metal jigs fished from the shore, be that 

ricks or beaches. Although the main lure of choice is small metal jigs up 

too 15gms becoming popular are also minnows, sinking pencils and jig 

heads with worms. The object of this design was to give the angler the 

ultimate rod for this style of fishing and have them connected to the lure 

they were using and the fish and be able to cast long distances with a 

various range of lures and lure weights.

The maximum lure weight for the rod is 30gms so the design team worked 

hard on producing a rod that will send lures in that weight range long 

distances on the cast and with a stiffer tip section and 40t carbon blank 

th is can be achieved but st i l l  mainta in is sensi t iv i ty and flexib i l i t y 

which is especially important for SLS fishing. The blanks construction 

is well matched with its guide spacing, all combining to give the angler 

enjoyment of p laying the fish af ter the long cast and always being 

powerful, but sensitive at the same time. With its purposely chosen length 

of 9 foot 6 inches its easily manoeuvrable and gives the angler so many 

opportunit ies f rom the sur f to bay and harbour fish ing and h igher 

embankment fishing also.

STHS-1062M The all-rounder

Models that correspond to fishing with high gravity lures such as heavyweight plugs and metal jigs that 
became standard at the moment. At 10.6 ft length, which is the standard length for surf fishing, it is possible 
to fish with good handling that is not too long and not too short. A well -balanced taper design and 40t 
material b lanks are superior in weight reduction and long cast ing per formance, and the but t power 
corresponding to huge flounder treats all fish in the surf as sea bass and blue runners.
Heavyweight plugs and metal vibrations, worming with a jig head under severe circumstances, 12 to 14 cm 
minnows, and a metal jig up to 45 g, correspond widely to the lure required for surf fishing. It is an all-rounder 
that covers all of surf fishing.

STHS-1112MH Long dynamo

Models that correspond to situations such as high-waves, widely shallow fields, and strong winds and other 
circumstances where you need to cast a far distance. It has high elasticity and it is made from powerful 
material with 40t as the main material applied for a long length of 11.1 feet. A cast from the long rod delivers 
a lure to the mouth of a fish a distance from the shore and it is able to pass beyond surging waves. Applicable 
power corresponding to 30 to 40 g of heavy weight plugs, metal vibrations, long minnow for casting away, 
sometimes up to 60g of metal jig is not limited to flat fish of far superficial surf, but also sea bass before 
overwintering and large blue runners such as Spanish mackerel are targeted. The balanced design never 
takes away from the angler's ability to concentrate with sensitivity to forget the length of 11 ft. This is the 
one to conquer surf fishing.

STHS-9102L For the finesse

A finesse model for surf fishing corresponding to fish that do not use their mouths, such as fish that have been 
injured due to environmental changes such as stormy weather and a sudden drop in water temperature, and 
fields that have been highly pressured by anglers. In surf, worming using super lightweight 5 to 14 g of jig head 
is made possible. In order to cast a lightweight lure for long distances, it is necessary to turn the blank firmly 
into a repulsive force when casting even with its own light weight. If it is too hard or too soft, it becomes a 
negative factor for casting distance. Material with moderate stickiness and repulsion is applied to the model. It 
changes its repulsion force even if it is lightweight itself and it can cast far. This material, plus its casting 
distance guarantee that you will not miss a bite. The solid tip seems to be delicate at the first glance, but it is 
great with respect to sucking bites.
For flatfish with bite, it becomes negative to use a solid tip. It needs a sticky tubular tip in order to hook 
around the hard jawbone while leaving a lure in the biting mouth. The belly of the damper role that protects 
the thin PE line continues to give pressure to the target, while absorbing shocks. It goes without saying that 
the butt has enough power to respond to flounder.
The tubular tip is not only capable of worming but is also excellent in operability with iron vibrations and 
metal jigs up to 20 g and it has a flounder aim when chasing small baits. Surf FINNESSE fishing corresponding 
to micro jigging for blue runners to the extreme model. 

STHS-1082ML Flexible and sensitive

A surf rod series released and designed by Jackson in Shizuoka, the sacred place for flatfish.

The surf tribe series has been extremely popular and mainly due to its widespread support from beginners to 

experienced anglers as it has something for all levels with its lightness and sensitivity and ease of use.

The 40t carbon blank has been strengthened by adding a carbon sheet in a 90 degree direction to obtain power 

stiffness. At first feel the rod feels slightly stiff, but when in use and it is fully loaded on a cast the true design aspects 

of the rod come into play showing its amazing long distance casting abilities. When the fish is hooked the angler 

can feel comfortable that they have the reliability and power to land that fish in tough and calm surf conditions. 

NEW

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

Uses aluminum parts that combine the 
design and functionality

EVA hood parts that support jig operation.

Ryo Ikuma Salt Water Pro Staff

STSLS-9062L+ Only

Less is more ～Minimalism～
A simple rod packed with the minimum
necessary functions to get a sense of
unity with the fish.
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JOG-702L-K OC

JOG-707M-K OC

JOG-74L-K ST LGMX

JOG-76L-K LGMX

MODEL

¥15,500

¥15,000

Price

223cm
7ft4in

228cm
7ft6in

Length
 (cm /  ft)

Light

Light

Power

1.8-19g

1.5-17g

Lure
Weight

PE #0.2-0.6

PE #0.2-0.6

Line

Extra
Fast

Fast

Action

93g

91g

Self
Weight

0.8mm

1.1mm

Tip
Diameter

2

2

Piece

115cm

118cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

̶ Offshore Casting ̶

̶ Offshore Casting ̶ ̶ Lightgame Mix ̶

The OG offshore canceling series is a value for money rod which 

incorporates all the elements necessary for a casting game that is 

becoming more popular every year. The blanks are low-elasticity 

carbon to accommodate larger pelagic species and maximizes 

stickiness and torque. The guides are Fuji-made K guide frames to 

improve long casting and ease of operability. The grip shape is designed 

to increase the ease of casting and the holding power during fighting.

A light game style of fishing that has been booming in recent years.

Even though it is a light game, there are various target fish that cannot be grouped together 

under the nightlight, fishing ports, rivers, etc.

When fishing, you may encounter many target fish such as horse mackerel and rockfish, 

plating and barracuda, black sea bream and sea bass, rock fish, and sometimes squid. At 

that time, we feel that there are many anglers who have missed many opportunities, such as 

"If you can throw this lure, you can catch it ..., you can not throw this lure weight with this 

rod ..." I will . Based on the voice of such anglers, we started the development of LG MIX 

(light game mix). First of all, we designed a rod for caro and float rig that can be easily handled 

in the middle of 7 feet and can explore a wide range. Based on that, add power from tip to 

the rod butt and we have succeeded in giving the angler a width of lure weight usage that 

could not be achieved with normal long length aging and mevalling rods. Please experience 

the Jackson-style LG MIX (light game mix), which is is focused on light games.JOG-702L-K OC

A medium power model for boat casting built mainly for casting in the inshore and offshore areas. From top games of 
dolphin fish and amberjack with the use of metal jigs, from a wide variety of actions to solid hook ups and fighting the 
fish its designed in such a way that you can enjoy it without putting a burden on your body. The blanks are excellent in 
manoeuvrability and castability, and the blanks can be used with peace of mind even in the 10kg class fishing. In 
addition, it is equipped with a guide ring with a calibre that has a sufficient margin to reduce line entanglement when 
using a thicker leader material, and it is a model that allows you to fully enjoy tough and stress-free game fishing.

JOG-707M-K OC

JOG-700L-K LC

A light model designed for boar casting that can handle a wide range of species and situations such as high speed retrieves and blade jigs and jerk 
baits. Its semi soft tip allows the rod to load up evenly on the strike and set the hook without pulling the hooks when using high speed retrieves and 
can handle easily fish up to 10kg in weight. This is a perfect rod for Spanish Mackerel fishing that is becoming very popular and its value for money 
makes this rod available to so many anglers to enjoy. The action of this rod will have you casting and retrieving many lures types and staying 
connected to your catch and become a very reliable part of your fishing equipment.

A medium power model for boat casting and offshore area casting. From the top game of Shiira and Hiramasa using  
metal Jigs, this rod is one that can be enjoyed without placing a burden on the body and is easy to use from casting, to 
hooking and then the fight. Blanks used are designed to fish safely with 10kg-class blue water species and are the 
perfect length for castability, but remain user friendly as well. Designed for boat and offshore fishing in mind and made 
to keep maximum flight distance from the elasticity of the rod from the butt section to the tip. Also equipped with a 
caliber guide ring with a sufficient margin to reduce line entanglement when using  thick leaders. It is a model that 
allows you to fully enjoy tough & stress-free game fishing.

JOG-74L-K ST LGMX

A short solid model that specializes in vertical retrieving 

style actions such as caro, metal jig, wind, light Texas 

and free rig from the jig head alone in the latter half of 1g.

By installing a short solid section in the tip the shake is 

controlled and amazing operability is realized. The 

sharp yet responsive reaction to the bite maximizes 

the effectiveness of the solid tip.

I t is also a good model for jerking retrieves with 

bottom game fishing for of Chinu and Egi of No. 2.5 to 

No. 3 class at a short pitch.

JOG-76L-K LGMX

A multi-tubular model that specializes in actions such 

as plucking, as well as caro and metal jigs, from a 

single jig head in the middle of 1g.

Although it is a fast taper that emphasizes operability, 

it also plays a role in operations such as twitching and 

jerk retrieving by giving the tip a slight swing width.

The straightforward first taper responds to the angler's 

will, and he is willing to "hang" or "put" depending on 

the situation. It is a model suitable for top games of 

Chinu and light egging of No. 1.5 to No. 2.5 class.

▲
JOG-707M-K OC

▶ 

JOG-700L-K LC

JOG-702L-K OC ▶

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

̶ Lightgame Mix ̶

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
200g weight statically and vertically.

JOG-700L-K LC

MODEL

¥15,000

¥15,500

¥14,500

Price

218cm
7ft2in

231cm
7ft7in

213cm
7ft

Length
 (cm /  ft)

Light

Medium

Light

Power

MAX50g

MAX70g

MAX40g

Lure
Weight

MAX PE#3

MAX PE#4

MAX PE#2

Line

Fast

Fast

Fast

Action

214g

250g

185g

Self
Weight

1.9mm

1.8mm

1.7mm

Tip
Diameter

2(BJ)

2(BJ)

2(BJ)

Piece

164cm

173cm

164cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

98%

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

Specification Specification

The appearance of the long-awaited offshore 
casting model of the OG series!
You can enjoy fighting large migratory fish using 
the light and sensitive blanks without losing power.

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped.

The use o f PE l ine is  sa fer due to

a lconi te adpoted for the r ing.

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped.

The use of PE line is  safer due to

alconite adpoted for the ring.

2021
NEW

etc
その他チヌ

Fully complete the light game!
LG MIX (light game mix) 
debut from the Ocean Gate series!

SOLID TIP MODEL

JOG-74L-K ST LGMX ▶

▶ 

JOG-76L-K LGMX

NEW

*The image is reference only. The repulsive force of rods are not expressed, actual feeling at a fight with fish may be different. *The image is reference only. The repulsive force of rods are not expressed, actual feeling at a fight with fish may be different.

Rock fish Squid

Ryuta Yamanaka
Salt Water Field Staff
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Improved with 
newest technology
Ocean Gate Aji & Mebaru model released in 2015 has gained 

popularity for its cost performance and high quality. So this 

rod has been subdivided as a rod dedicated to Aji fishing. 

Retuned with renewed lightness and sensitivity to 

handle the technical skills required for Aji fishing 

and constant fishing from the angler side.

The Ocean Gate Mebaru series, is one step ahead of the standard in 

Mebaru that is now evolving day by day. The action required by 

the angler, which was revealed by repeated the field testing, 

was closely studied and put into the design. By dividing the 

series between the Aji model and the Mebaru model, we 

have prepared a line up that meets the demands of 

anglers while maintaining cost performance.

Reborned for
rockf ish anglers

JOG-55UL-K ST AJ

MODEL

JOG-610L-K ST AJ

JOG-600XL-K ST AJ

JOG-604UL-K ST AJ

¥13,000

Price

¥14,000

¥13,000

¥13,500

166cm
5ft5in

Length
(cm /  ft)

208cm
6ft10in

182cm
6ft

193cm
6ft4in

Ultra
Light

Power

Light

Extra
Light

Ultra
Light

0.2-5g

Lure
Weight

0.4-10g

0.2-5g

0.4-7g

2.5lb

Line

3lb

2lb

2.5lb

Extra
Fast

Action

Extra
Fast

Extra
Fast

Extra
Fast

-

Self
Weight

77g

72g

76g

0.7mm

Tip
Diameter

0.8mm

0.7mm

0.7mm

2

Piece

2

2

2

85.5cm

Collapsed
Size

107.5cm

95.5cm

101cm

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

98%

98%

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

JOG-55UL-K ST AJ SOLID TIP MODEL

A short length, a short solid model developed with the 

concept for fishing with a single jig head. The instantaneous 

power from feeling the bite required for aging to hanging 

is the best in the series. Not only against horse mackerel, 

bu t  a l so a shor t - range combat  spec ia l i s t  who i s  

particular about the action of "hanging".

̶ AJI ̶ ̶ MEBARU ̶

JOG-72UL-K ST MB SOLID TIP MODEL

Th is mode l  has h igh hook ing ra te due to i t s  sens i t i ve 

performance and balance. The angler can feel the subtle 

difference of tidal currents and strikes through the rod tip, 

allowing anglers to detect the slightest of strike or movement.

JOG-76L-K ST MB SOLID TIP MODEL

With a length of 7.6ft its perfect for fishing sea walls from the 

shore, It has a sensitive solid tip which can handle wide range 

of lure weights, making it a versatile choice.

JOG-76L-K MB

Built with a hollow structure with great versatility, it can be 

use with a single jig head, plug, micro jig and heavier lures for 

floating rigs. Its powerful and balance give versatility and give 

the angler options for different situations and is capable of 

large rock fish.

▶

 JOG-600XL-K ST AJ
▲

JOG-604UL-K ST AJ

▲
JOG-610L-K ST AJ

Specification

JOG-76L-K MB

JOG-72UL-K ST MB

JOG-76L-K ST MB

MODEL

¥13,500

¥13,500

¥14,000

Price

228cm
7ft6in

218cm
7ft2in

228cm
7ft6in

Length
(cm /  ft)

Light

Ultra
Light

Light

Power

1-12g

1-7g

1-10g

Lure
Weight

PE #0.15-04

PE #0.15-04

PE #0.15-04

Line

Fast

Fast

Fast

Action

89g

85g

90g

Self
Weight

1.3mm

0.8mm

0.8mm

Tip
Diameter

2

2

2

Piece

117cm

112.5cm

117cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

98%

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

Specification

̶ AJI ̶

Place rods at 30 degrees with 
100g weight statically and vertically.

JOG-600XL-K ST AJ SOLID TIP MODEL

This rod has a unique design specifically for 

inshore jig head fishing. Its sensitive tip is 

perfect for sensitive hook ups and strikes 

while still maintaining power and balance for 

fish like Horse Makerel.

JOG-604UL-K ST AJ SOLID TIP MODEL

A standard model which is well balanced as 

for sens i t iv i t y,  operab i l i t y and cast ing 

distance. A perfect rod for for single j ig 

head fishing, but also can be used for micro 

plugs with its quick action.

JOG-610L-K ST AJ SOLID TIP MODEL

A versat i le model which can handle j ig 

heads, carolina rig and micro jig. Its length 

of 10ft is suitable not only for a varieties of 

rigs but also for different kinds of situations 

such as seawall or seashore. Therefore it 

deserves to be called the all-rounder.

Place rods at 30 degrees with 
100g weight statically and vertically.

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped.
The use of PE line is safer due to
alconite adpoted for the ring.

̶ MEBARU ̶

▶

 JOG-72UL-K ST MB

▲
JOG-76L-K ST MB

JOG-76L-K MB ▶

▶

 JOG-55UL-K ST AJ

NEW

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

Rock fish

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped.
The use of PE line is safer due to
alconite adpoted for the ring.
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▲
HHS-810XH

▲
HHS-710MH-MST

HHC-706H-MHT ▶

MODEL

HHS-710MH-MST

HHS-810XH

HHC-706H-MHT

Price

¥31,000

¥33,000

¥32,000

Length (cm /  ft)

237cm / 7ft10in

268.2cm / 8ft10in

227cm / 7ft6in

Power

M Heavy Butt
Medium Solid Tip

Extra Heavy

Heavy Butt
Medium Heavy Tip

Lure Weight

7-35g

14-65g

10-45g

Line

PE#0.8-1.5

PE#1-2.5

PE#1-2

Action

Extra Fast

Fast

Fast

Self Weight

140.6g

181.7g

143.7g

Tip Diameter

1.19mm

2.35mm

2.2mm

Piece

2

2

2

122.5cm

137.5cm

Collapsed Size

117.2cm

Other Materials

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Carbon Fiber

99%

99%

99%

MODEL

RTS-804H-MHST

RTS-906XXH

RTC-808XH

Price

¥32,500

¥35,500

¥33,000

Length (cm /  ft)

254cmcm / 8ft4in

290cm / 9ft6in

264cm / 8fi8in

Power

Heavy Butt Medium
Heavy Solid Tip

XXHeavy

Extra Hesvy

Lure Weight

7-45g

20-85g

14-65g

Line

PE#0.8-2

PE#1-3.5

PE#1-3

Action

Extra Fast

Fast

Fast

Self Weight

148g

192g

166g

Tip Diameter

1.5mm

2.1mm

2.0mm

Piece

2

2

2

131cm

147cm

Collapsed Size

136cm

Other Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Carbon Fiber

98%

98%

98%

Power bait casting model. This is a pole-friendly model designed to capture impregnable 

rockfish that live in complex sharp structure and cliff like elevations which typically cant be 

fished with the normal rods and leader combinations, this rod enable access to such areas 

and fishing styles. This is a variable fast taper bait casting model that makes the best use of 

the characteristics of bait tackles and can be used with ultra-long leaders even with a micro 

guide design, and is combined with 40t carbon and 30t carbon. It can be used  with jig heads 

and sinkers of 40g or more, which enables the angler to fish in rapid water areas and water 

depths of 25m or more, while still being able to convey the delicate and solid operation feeling 

to anglers needed for this style of fishing,

After hooking, the rod is designed so that the power point moves to the butt of the rod giving 

the user a strong lifting force which enhances the combat power for the angler.

RTC-808XH

Spinning model specialized for a wide range of applications. A long, high-responsive blank 

of  8.1 ft is excellent for long range casting, and it is also suitable for fishing tight to the 

bootom. Using high sensitivity materials in this long rod has excellency in operability and 

corresponding to various rigs, keeping the power to stop the the target species returning 

back to the structure, while maintaining sensitivity. This rods allows the angler to reach 

fish in the monster class they have never been able to target before.

HHC-706H-MHT

▲
RTS-906XXH

▲
RTS-804H-MHST

▲
RTC-808XH

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

*The image is reference only. The repulsive force of rods are not expressed, actual feeling at a fight with fish may be different. *The image is reference only. The repulsive force of rods are not expressed, actual feeling at a fight with fish may be different.

Small caliber multipoint guideOriginal bag is attached. Compact size and suitable for the 
opportunities when you prefer having less baggage.

SOLID TIP MODEL

A new style proposed by Jackson, the “Technical Rockshore Model”.

A delicate feel which is capable of a variety of actions that could not be done with as much ease 

using the conventional shore jigging rods. As its name suggests, it is a model specializing in 

technical shore casting games, and is an ultimate weapon on the offshore rocks and offshore itself 

for the purpose of crossing over with a large grouper as well as other unexpected large fish 

eaters.The sensitive multi-point micro guide system provides less play of the line through the 

guides, giving the angler increased sensitivity  and increased line durability that can be obtained by 

finely distributing the load allowing the angler to have an increased load by the 2-point guide design 

to the butt piece, unlike conventional shore jigging rods. Based on this, the amazing mechanisms 

that enable a balanced design are incorporated to handle jigs of 80g or more surprisingly easily 

with sensitivity due to the design and balance of the HHS-810XH power UP model.

In addition, by combining carbon materials with different numbers of tonnage with blanks in a unique 

ratio, gives the angler a higher level of lure performance from casting through to fighting. Many design 

characteristics combine in this rod exquisitely and then become a tremendous force for the user.

RTS-906XXH

The 8ft4in rockfish game, despite the length has an overall excellent balance and has become a 

standard model that anyone can handle with ease.

However this rod is far from just a standard model. A rod design that's in pursuit of the “sensitive 

operation,” “sensitivity,” and “breaking in” that are all important features of the rock fish game. 

The angler needs to be conscious of the bottom and the answer is derived from the hard solid 

tip. In this genre, the hard solid tips are rarely used but the solid tip in this rod can be felt 

immediately through its performance. Winding fishing using Daniel's head lock is always 

compatible with Texas, free rigs, jig heads, etc. and all of these methods can fished in amongst 

many kinds of terrain with this rod. RTS-804H-MHST is a new purpose designed concept rod 

that proposes a new standard for rock fish games.

RTS-804H-MHST

Specification

Original bag is attached. Compact size and suitable for the 
opportunities when you prefer having less baggage.

Fuji titanium frames SiC-S

HHS-810XH

HHS-710MH is the ultimate versatile rod for a wide range of fishing applications, tight bottom fishing, and 

middle water column fishing methods. Many anglers believe that 'Versatile' is a 'broad adaptation', 

meaning a ' lack of expertise' and 'no features'.

However, the "ultimate versatility" in HHS-710MH means that each of the crucial properties of "distance," 

"sensitivity," "operability," "stickiness" and "power" required for targeting rockfish, and are all 

incorporated into one rod. We have managed to combine multiple characteristics into the rod so that one 

does not change the performance of the other and each feature of the rod is strong and effective.

It is possible to feel the bottom using a lighter rig even in deeper water situations, but still allows the 

angler to achieve great casting accuracy and to target fish among structure.

Using the swimming fishing method the blank will automatically respond to any unexpected bites that 

push up from the bottom, it absorbs impacts, holding fish connected, reduce line breakage up and 

improve hook up rate. When heavy load is applied to the blank after hooking, "stickiness" is instant in 

the metallic tension rod, the bend point is variable depending on the strength of the load. While 

absorbing the fight back into structure with its high suspension capability, it has the power which handle 

even fish 3kg and over,  this rod has every aspect of Rockfish fishing covered.

HHS-710MH-MST SOLID TIP MODEL

HHC-706H is a power game rod which combines both "rigid" and "soft" features to help the 

angler fish steep underwater terrain with accuracy.

The rod is designed for extracting tough fish from heavy cover and structure, and has the 

poower to do so, but with its combination of features within its design, the power is still 

there for larger tough fish but the sensitivity and finesse remains so the angler can still read 

the bottom, cast with accuracy and a lengthg of 7' 6" makes this rod beautiful to use.

The rod has been developed for Rockfish specifically and to target where they live and enable 

the angler to fish in tight structure and to be able to get his lure exactly where it needs to be, 

but at the same time have the power through the butt section to extract the fish.

Therefore, what is important is the "sticky power blanks" that enables both delicate and bold 

styles of fishing, which is also the biggest feature of HHC-706H. its casts with accuracy but 

still has a delicate tip that is not common on a power rod, giving the angler finesse and 

power in the one rod.

Specification
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▲
JSS-610M-SP

▲
JSS-701XMH-SP

▲
JSC-66TL-P+

JSC-66TL-P+

A baitcasting rod designed specially for flipping cast.
The blank is Jackson's original development concept called TL action (Technical Light action) designed to 
fish light weight lures. Its design allows for extremely accurate pin point casting with variety of lure 
weights include light weight tackle. Its construction and design make it very sensitive but powerful enough 
to strike and fight sea bass. This rod gives the angler sensitivity, accuracy and power all in the one rod.

The length 10.6ft is perfect for surf fishing, and suitable for heavy plugs 
or metal jig lures and longer minnows.

Capable of long distance casting when wading from the shore. Suitable 
for species like large blue fish and is suitable for heavier lures jigs up to 
a maximum of 60g.

JSS-610M-SP

This is an all rounder for sea bass fishing. and one of the greatest features is its rear parts.
The suspension system in the rear section enables the angler to react to fish bites immediately. This system 
also allows anglers to enjoy the fishing  with larger lunker sea bass, blue fish and flat fish. Its smooth 
sensitive tip allows fish to strike and increase hook up rates, Maximum lure weight is 35g, and can handle 
wide range of weights and types of lures. Its blank is Jackson' original design, which is a combination of a 
powerful action and elastic function.  This rod allows anglers to cast both with pin point accuracy and with 
distance when needed.

Titanium torzite ring by Fuji

Made from original material to provde 
power and increase hook up rates.

JSS-701XMH-SP

MODEL

JSC-66TL-P+

¥36,000

Price

¥35,500

¥34,500

216cm
7ft1in

Length 
(cm /  ft)

199cm
6ft6in

210cm
6ft10in

Medium Heavy
Suspension

Power

Technical Light 
+POWER

Medium
Suspension

MAX60g

Lure
Weight

MAX20g

MAX35g

MAX PE#3

Line

MAX PE#1.5

MAX PE#1.5

Regular

Action

Regular

Regular

137g

Self
Weight

116g

115g

1.6ｍｍ

Tip
Diameter

1.4mm

1.5mm

1(BJ)

Piece

1(BJ)

1(BJ)

178cm

Collapsed
Size

168cm

177cm

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

98%

Carbon
Fiber

98%

98%JSS-610M-SP

JSS-701XMH-SP

Jester series, the strongest spinning model!
Based on the concept of better operability than shiira rods and stronger than boat sea bass rods, it can be 
used for mid-sized blue fish, shiira, bonito and high-weight lures. The blank has inherited the suspension 
performance（SP system）of JSS-610M-SP. With this benefit, forcible landings have been made possible 
even for low-freedom Sawara Casting ships. The guide spacings have been set so that you can cast the 
leader without stress and the thick lines that required for Sea Bass fishing. It is a new-generation power 
spinning rod thats high level of operability is unchanged by how much power this rod has.

Grip design has both design and
functionality.

Enjoyable experience for sea bass f ishing
This rod has been designed in collaboration with an experienced cap-

tain of a popular sea bass boat at Tokyo bay. Based on the tour 

guides experince we pursued the rod which anglers need now.

Our conclusion was the "Ability to accommodate", and a build a rod 

which can adopt to varying circumstances where there is constant 

change and anglers can then still fish with enjoyment and ease. So the 

"JESTER" was born.

Improving on the basic performance features, it has flexibility which anglers can feel and enjoy 

through the chrome blank which can adopt many situations, showing versatility at all times. Fitted 

with TORZITE rings by Fuji for ultimate perfromance and blank suitability. Without compromise, we 

proudly introduce JESTER.

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
350g weight statically and vertically.

Specification

Developed and designed for surf fishing. I t  is 

suitable for flat fish, lunker sea bass, yellow tail 

and large mackerel.

Jackson 's  or ig ina l  b lank des ign wi th  Fuj i  K 

guides, allows anglers ultimate casting distance 

with PE line without interruption.

High cost performance ever

̶ Surf ̶

JOG-1062M-K SF

JOG-1112MH-K SF

MODEL

¥15,000

¥15,500

Price

323cm
10ft6in

338cm
11ft1in

Length
(cm /  ft)

Medium

Medium
Heavy

Power

10-45g

12-60g

Lure
Weight

PE #0.8-2

PE #0.8-2

Line

Fast

Fast

Action

208g

221g

Self
Weight

1.7mm

1.7mm

Tip
Diameter

2

2

Piece

164.5cm

174.5cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

98%

98%

Carbon
Fiber

JOG-1062M-K SF

JOG-1112MH-K SF

Specification

̶ Surf ̶

◀ JOG-1062M-K SF

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

▲
JOG-1112MH-K SF

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped.
The use of PE line is safer due to alconite adpoted for the ring.

Double nut system which has endurance for line tangle.

Akira Ikegami
Salt Water Pro Staff
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̶ SAGOSHI ̶

̶ Shore Jig ̶

JOG-906ML-K SJ

A model best suited as an entry model of shore jigging. The 

length of the rod makes it easy to handle, and it is ideal for 

jig casting from a levee. It is recommended for anglers who 

develop game around 30 g of metal jig.

JOG-908M-K SJ

At an exquisite length of 9.8 ft, it is easy to operate while securing 

long range performance and cast covers from levee to surf. It 

corresponds to major weights in shore jigging for a metal jig. It is 20 

to 60 g and it is a standard model for medium size blue runners.

JOG-1000MH-K SJ

A suitable rod for fishing in vast fields such as surf fishing. A 

long rod which corresponds to the cast of a large plug such 

as a diving pencil, as well as to cast a jig of 20 to 80 g at great 

distances. It is also suitable for fields where large blue 

runners can be found. 

JOG-1006H-K SJ

A heavy power model that corresponds to circumstances where you 

can not compete with a light jig like strong wind surf, quick tide at 

rocky shores and deep shores. It handles jigs up to 100g, and has the 

power to challenge monster hunts aiming at bonito, large dorado, etc. 

This is the one which can be a subordinate rod for skilled anglers.

MODEL

JOG-906ML-K SJ

JOG-908M-K SJ

JOG-1000MH-K SJ

JOG-1006H-K SJ

Other
Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resinJOG-908MML-K SGS

Price

¥11,500

¥12,000

¥12,500

¥13,000

¥13,000

Length
 (cm /  ft)

290cm
9ft6in

295cm
9ft8in

305cm
10ft

320cm
10ft6in

295cm
9ft8in

Power

Medium
Light

Medium

Medium
Heavy

Heavy

Medium
Light+

Lure
Weight

14-45g

20-60g

20-80g

25-100g

14-40g

Line

PE #1-2

PE #1-3

PE #1-3.5

PE #1-4

PE#1-1.5

Action

Fast

Fast

Fast

Regular
Fast

Regular
Fast

Self
Weight

235g

249g

267g

300g

189g

Tip
Diameter

2.1mm

2.3mm

2.4mm

2.5mm

1.6mm

Piece

2

2

2

2

2

Collapsed
Size

148cm

152cm

157cm

162.5cm

152cm

Carbon
Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

JOG-1000MH-K SJ ▶

JOG-908M-K SJ ▶

̶ Shore Jig ̶
̶ SAGOSHI ̶

JOG-1006H-K SJ ▶

JOG-906ML-K SJ ▶

▶

 JOG-908MML-K SGS

Place rods at 30 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

Specification

etc
その他

The basic usage of metal jig is roughly divided into "just winding" and or "jerking". Of these, "stayfall" 

was developed with a focus on the "jerking" style retrieve. There are various methods of "jerking", 

but the one I use most often and produce the fishing results is "Kurohyou jerk". Jerk 3 times (wind 

the reel 3 times) and fall, then jerk 3 times and fall, and repeat. It is a method to make the fish show 

interest with each jerk and eat it when dropped. It seems easy in words, but when entering the fall 

operation, the rod tip is lowered for a moment and the line slack is intentionally put out. By doing so, 

you can make the most of the original movement of the metal jig and bringing on the bite.

And because of repeated research, we have completed a metal jig that can stay in the water and 

produce an "Interval to feed" without the action of putting out line slack! It was not suitable to make 

an "Interval to feed" with a thin silhouette of a general anchovy profile because the water drains quickly. However, in this "Stay Fall", a dent is 

provided on the side of the jig so that it can move easily by the shapes resistance to water flow, making it possible to stay in the water for 

those crucial bite moments. If you just stay in the water and fall, the body will not move and and hence the lure will not flash, so it lacks appeal. 

Therefore, by smoothing the edge of the dent on only one side, we created an opportunity for water to escape. As a result, flashing occurs 

while the lure shimmy’s and falls, and it falls like a leaf.

By balancing the center of gravity slightly closer to the rear, then the center, you can secure a flight distance and cast without resistance. 

If the center of gravity is closer to the rear side, you may think that it will not be a horizontal fall, but this also enables a horizontal fall by 

receiving water in the entire recess of the lure body.

Eight colors carefully selected by the Kurohyou (Ikuma) are available, from the selection of holographic to the color arrangement.

Please experience the ability of "Stay Fall" that can maximize the "Interval to feed" that is effective not only for "Kurohyou jerk" but also 

for various jerking styles of fishing.

2021
NEW [ Stay Fall ]

BPS

JFNPGP

BLP

SMI

GGP

WHK

KKK

Color

8Color

Weight

20g

30g

40g

60g

Size

66mm

75mm

83mm

95mm

Price

¥650

¥700

¥750

¥800

Hook

F#12 R#8

F#13 R6

F#14 R#4

F#15 R#3

Hard to flowEasy to flow

Smooth
edge

Cross section

Water flow

*The image is reference 

only. The repulsive force of 

rods are not expressed, 

actual feeling at a f ight 

with fish may be different.

Developed with a desire to supply a special rod suitable for Sagoshi for beginners after under-

standing the predation characteristics of Sagoshi. Its predation method is different from sea 

bass and blue runner, it is not a predation which inhales bait, it likes to bite its prey first, the 

sharp teeth bruise baitfish, then they chase the weakened ones. This is why the rod must 

have a sensitive tip section to feel these bites as they are not as strong as seabass and others.

For everyone enjoys the intense and dynamic shore 

jigging. Blueback fishes can be said the main target in salt 

water fishing now. Everyone are excited and addicted the 

strong tug and the boil like the sea is boiling. It is the 

orthodox rod that everyone can enjoy the easily such a 

dynamic fishing. 24t carbon is excellent in persistence 

compared to 30t and 40t, and its moderate tension enable 

everyone to cast easily, ideal material for a jig rod. This is 

wound up using the original taper design that Jackson has 

developed, and is finished as a high balance design with 

strong and reducing heavy holding feeling.

K guide frames by Fuji are equipped. The use
of PE line is safer due to alconite adpoted for
the ring.
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Pin Tail Sagoshi Tune

Pin Tail Sawara Tune

NEW
SIZE

Type

Super Sinking

ColorWeight

35g

Size

105mm

価格

¥1,800

Hook

#4
8Color

42g120mm ¥2,000#2

NSG PGD SNICKP SRI SWENGRCCN

CCN

PGD

NSG

PCO

SRINGR SNISGECKPCKC

SKK SKNSDG

etc
その他

The metal plate is reminiscent of the chatter bait, but is quite different and there are two models, the plate eye and the head eye model. 

The Plate Eye gives the rubber worm trailer an action with Yotayota by applying water pressure to the plate and it can act delicately or 

boldly. With the head eye the plate lays across the head and flashes and hits the 

head creating a clicking and cracking sound that attracts the fish, meanwhile the 

water flow is broken by this movement flowing across the back of the rubber tail 

causing it to move in a jerking motion. The motion of the lure, the sounds and the 

movements attract the predatory fish from some distances enticing the strike. The 

flexible hook set up allows for maximum hook up rates and allows the hook to move 

freely once the fish is hooked to keep the hook in the fished move during the fight 

regardless of the fish’s directional changes.

2021
NEW

2021
NEW

28g Only! 28g Only! 28g Only! 28g Only! 28g Only!

WHESZM TGG

KKICHM RZOCBN

CDB MLCCTⅡ IKC SRI WRHRGG WHE

Pin tail is tuned to specialize Spanish mackerel.

After deep survey of custom and way Spanish mackerel eat baits, We have tested thousand times, and develop this lure. The result and 

knowledge is reflect to pin tail series.

The Pintail Sagosh（i baby mackerel）was designed and released specially for baby mackerel for the first time in the industry, and became 

very popular among keen mackerel anglers. On the back of its popularity and the need for a larger model to target larger Mackerel we have 

designed the Pintail Sawara（Spanish mackerel）which contains all the performance features of the Pintail Sagoshi. 2 sizes are available: 

105mm with 35g and 120mm with 42g. Not only increasing its size, but it was designed freshly to specialize the use for spanish mackerel 

while keeping Sagoshi tune's specific. Pintail Sawara tune can be used in comb ination with the Sagoshi tune for different purposes and for 

targeting various sized fish from the school, with Sawara Tune to be used to target larger mackerel. The angler can now target larger fish 

with all the amazing featu res of the Sagoshi Tune.

Type

Super Sinking

Color

8Color

13Color

Weight

20g

28g

Size

75mm

90mm

価格

¥1,500

¥1,600

Hook

#8

#5

NEW

NEWNEW

Shallow water is a perfect hunting ground for fish, including large fish to gather and prey on food. However, 

because it is shallow, there are many issues such as stealth, retrieve speed, and flight distance, consequently 

it’s not an easy style of fishing. The "Shallow Swimmer" was born to specifically fish shallow waters. First of 

all, since a shallow water surf absolutely requires a flight distance Jackson have designed this lure with VG, 

achieving a stable and excellent flight distance even though it is a floating minnow. Next, the special lip 

design, it has a firm flow even in dead throws, and the action of the floating lure in shallow water invites the 

fish strike. Furthermore, the side of the body is flattened to maximize the flashing effect. Shallow surf, rocky 

shore, estuary, tidal flats, all these areas are now not only accessible but are able to be fished successfully 

with the “Shallow Swimmer”. The 3rd and 2nd hook specifications can be used for larger fish species.

Type

Slow Floating

Color

8Color

Weight

17.5g

Size

125mm

Price

¥1,900

Hook

#3

Atsushi Komoda
Salt Water Pro Staff

Toru Naberidani
Salt Water Field Staff

Color

7Color

Hook

#10

Weight

8g

12g

15g

Price

¥1,150

¥1,170

¥1,200

●UVcolor ●Glow color

Patent Pending

applied

etc
その他

etc
その他Baby

mackerel

etc
その他Baby

mackerel

■Cross Rock Bone System ■ 2 modes to choose

Abdomen

Worm body

Worm body

Hole
Worm

Cross section

Corss!

Back

Abdomen
Lock!

Plate eye

Head eye
Insert the worm sideways 
as far as it will go so that the
back part comes up.
The insertion part is wrapped 
around the worm and fixed.
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CROCRL KIW

The Pipi Ring has been designed and then developed with over 

one year of research behind it. The design team have researched 

and recorded feeding information of fish like Rockfish and Horse 

Mackerel and produced the Pipi Ring accordingly.

Taking care to imitate size and profiles of the food for these species. It matches with the Jazz jig head 

system which size and hook stength and size range suit the Pipi Ring and fishing styles perfectly. 

Quantity

8

Size

1.6inch

価格

¥440

Color

10Color

Size

3.25inch

Quantity

4

Price

¥530

Color

10Color

Color

10Color

Quantity

5

Size

3.5inch

4.5inch

価格

¥530

¥580

etc
その他

The size and shape of the Pipiring directly appeals to the 

feeding instincts of horse mackerel and rockfish as their 

predatory target, and was developed to mimic shrimp, 

mysidacea, and small fish. However, small polychaetes are 

also one of their staple foods, and Pipilong was developed 

as an additional size model in response to this fact giving 

another size option to the conventional Pipiring. In addition to 

softness and ease of suction, the shimmering characteristic 

of the longer body is a finish that gives the angler another 

variant of the Pipiring.

Quantity

6

Size

2inch

Price

¥440

Color

10Color

ARL CLR CRL KIW ORSGLP GLW OKGKML LMN

2021
NEW

2021
NEW

2021
NEW

The Shad tail is synonymous with worms that have been used by many anglers for a long time without changing their basic shape. And it 

can be said that it is the most popular lure in rock fish style games. What factors do users choose from among so many shad tail worms?

Rockheads focused on the development of standard products that return to the origin of shad tail worms and pursue those fundamental 

performance features like no other, rather than just the realism of form and design. And so "the ultimate basic shad tail worm" was 

completed here unlike any other.

A real silhouette worm with the motif of "shrimp", one of the staple foods of 

rock fish. But the essence of this worm isn't just about its appearance. The 

work done in various parts of the body induces spontaneous action in response 

to a small amount of water flow, producing good lure movement, even in tough 

situations. With a stable swimming posture, It performs best with swimming 

fishing methods using jig head rigs with the lift and fall style retrieves. In 

addition, the bottom stay using a free rig will produce the best fishing results.

Hook deeper! Body shape to not miss the caught bite
The flat body and half ribs allow the worm to bend in one 
direction the moment you bite. As a result, the worm is 
hard to curl and the hook is easy to come out, so the 
hooking performance is improved. 

Bring it to the bite with glossy movement and vibration 
by fine ribs
The decisive factor for feeding is the slight vibration 
generated by the fine ribs carved on the body. Even for a 
moment when it reaches the bottom, it automatically 
appeals to the bite without the angler's knowledge.

Compatible with a wide speed range
The body and tail are designed with a perfect balance, and 
the worm can be used without rotating even during a fall 
using a heavy sinker or during a high-speed retrieve.

APP GLS GOG

SVS UII

KGR

KKR MPU RBT RDI

1

2

3

ORGKML PLT

GLP

LMN

GRA

OKG

When bite

Normal

etc
その他

Shigehiro Kajimoto
Salt Water Field Staff

Yuki Nagira
Salt Water Field Staff

etc
その他

etc
その他

BWS GBS GGS IPS MPU

OGS OSK PGS RDK SSK
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AMI CLS DRD KAI MMC PPG PPS SCG UIW YOB

MBP SBP

SGRCRB GRC

SGR LIW SBP SGC GRC

WHE ZGP

GGR LCD

MBP

SBP

LBT

CTG SRH

WRD

Suitable size for light salt water fishing and suitable for various fish like horse mackerel, barracuda, rock fish and so on.
1g focuses on catching horse mackerel and has single hook with tinsels to make the most fussy of fish bite. 3g and 5g have a treble hook for multiple uses and 
can target multiple species.
Light lures usually don't have long casting ability, but this lure has made it possible and enables you to fish harbors, river mouths and rocky beaches where the 
need long casting applies, and helping the angler catch species they have never reached before. If you let it fall naturally, it sinks fast,  this fall speed is one of 
the attractive points of this lure, and very effective to fish deeper water situations. Not only falling fast but also a rolling action on the fall at the same time, which 
appeals to horse mackerel, barracuda and rockfish  The Daniel has a great mix of natural falling speed while keeping a rolling action.

It's too much f ly even too little
Perfect size for blue fish and other medium to large sized pelagic species. There is a small spinning blade set at the tail behind the rear treble hook, its placement 
is crucial and does not interfere with the hook, but entices the bite and increases hook up rates. Not only does the blade add increased flashing and vibration but 
adds to the lures wobbling action and can be varied with retrieve speed used for the appropriate species. It can adjust to fast retrieving speed too. The blade can 
also be used on fast retrieves and can be used as a buzz bait style.
The body is designed being considerate of the blade and its placement, so the blade will not reduce the long casting ability which characterizes "Tobisugi Daniel" 
series. The blade also enhances appeal when falling and an assist hook is placed at the rear of the head, which  increases the chances of the hook set.

It's too much f ly even with a blade

The larger version of the Daniel are suitable for surf, harbor, river and beach and applicable for almost every middle size fish such as Flounder, seabass and 
flathead, with great casting ability, it reaches wider areas and more fish.
Since it casts further than you imagine, it will open up even more fishing situations for you, The Daniel will reach areas you have never fished before and for its 
size has an amazing casting distance ability, even the smallest sizes cast extremely well. 
It has strong rolling action and is appealing to multiple fish species and with its distinct action and vibration and irregular sonic set the Daniel above all other 
meatal vibration baits.
It falls to the bottom quickly and rolls well when falling and the treble hook on belly  allows for maximum hook exposure and increasing hook up rate.

It's too much f ly

1g

40g

3g /5g

14g /20g

7g /10g

30g /40g

14g /20g /30g /40g

30g /40g

30g20g

40g

14g3g1g 5g

Size : 80mm / Hook : #6 / ¥1,10030g Size : 83mm / Hook : #6 / ¥1,25040g

Size : 67mm / Hook : #10 / ¥1,00020g

Size : 61mm / Hook : #12 / ¥95014gSize : 35mm / Hook : #14 / ¥8003g

Size : 42mm / Hook : #12 / ¥830

Size : 21mm / Hook : #12（Single） / ¥6501g

5g

CIW CLS PKI

ZBG ZGP

CIW CLS LBT PKI SBP ZBG ZGPWRD

No Stabdard of 40g!

LIW
30g Only!

WHE
30g Only!

LBT
40g Only!

GGC
No Stabdard of 40g!

LKS
No Stabdard of 40g!

KPI

GCH

No Stabdard of 40g!
CRI ZBG

Size : 83mm / Hook : #6 / ¥1,25040gSize : 75mm / Hook : #6 / ¥1,20030g

Size : 51mm / Hook : #10 / ¥1,05010g

Size : 46mm / Hook : #10 / ¥1,0007g
40g30g

10g7g

30g Only!
ZGP

KPI

ZBG
40g Only!

GIW

40g Only!
KSV
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Size : 3.4inch / Quantity : 5 / ¥520

etc
その他

etc
その他

F

B

F

B

F

B

F

B

Blade
Sample
▶

Silver

Gold

Teppan Blade

LIW PKICTG GCB GCH GGR MBP SGR ZBGZGP

Teppan Vib

Teppan Long

Teppan Strong

CTG DVG GRB LCD LIW MBP SGC

SGR GGR OSV RBOTRG WHE

etc
その他

etc
その他

Size : 56mm / Hook : #12 / ¥95020g Size : 56mm / Hook : #12 / ¥1,00028g

BKS BLO BSH CHR DPP GLP KBM KKR LPT RDP

14g

35g

21g Hook : Original / ¥95028g

Hook : Original / ¥1,00042g

Blade:Gold
RZG

Blade:Silver
SZG

Blade:Silver
SNK

Blade:Silver
SNI

Blade:Gold
TTA

Blade:Gold
TTM

Blade:Silver
TTB

Blade:Silver
TTP

Size : 110mm / Hook : F#6  C#6  R#6 / ¥1,00028g Size : 115mm / Hook : F#6  C#6  R#5 / ¥1,10035g

Size : 106mm / Hook : #2 / ¥1,15033g

CCY GGR RBOSRKSRIOSVLIW ZBG

Size : 34mm / Hook : #18 / ¥7003g

Size : 40mm / Hook : #16 / ¥7505g

Size : 44.5mm / Hook : #14 / ¥8007g

etc
その他

Size : 48mm / Hook : #12 / ¥8509g

Size : 55mm / Hook : #12 / ¥87014g

Size : 63mm / Hook : #10 / ¥89020g

Size : 72mm / Hook : #8 / ¥91026g

Size : 106mm / Hook : #2 / ¥1,20042g

HKR CKI GGR SGR LCD SRH MBP

LIW CTG GRB PIC BRPGCH

GPP PKZ PUZ RGZBPZ

BCD

GCB RBO

9g /14g /20g /26g

3g /5g /7g

CTG GGR LCD LIWGCH MBP PIC

GCB GRB LKKRBO SGR SRH NEW NEW NEW

Teppan Strong

A strong model with a big size appears in the popular TEPPAN series.
Hook and body plate were strengthened and developed with the theme of not missing when hook on.
In particular, there is a hot request from the shore angler, and a large-diameter eye that can be fitted with a split ring or cross lock snap is adopted.
The weight was arranged so that the swim was almost horizontal, and the vibration with fine pitch was transmitted to the hand, and the drag resistance was 
adjusted to reduce fatigue.
Once you hook on it, don't miss it with Power Fight. Memorable fish with Iron PAN Strong.

Popular vibration lure Teppan vibe gets longer and bigger!
Its 115ｍｍ long body has well balanced weight with long cast ability to search large area.

Cast ability and response, strong undulation are achieved in high level. 
Swimming attitude is natural and also when it falls it is stable which cause no line trouble.
Even it is equipped relatively bigger size hooks but no stress when you use this lure. 

14g, 20g, 26g Only! 14g, 20g, 26g Only! 14g, 20g, 26g Only!

14g, 20g, 26g Only!14g, 20g, 26g Only!

14g, 20g, 26g Only!

20g, 26g Only!20g, 26g Only!20g, 26g Only!20g, 26g Only!20g, 26g Only!

Teppan vibe has achieved countless successes and has reputation as a strong long lasting metal vibe.
The Teppan Vibe has been designed then manufactured with strength in mind, and the body and components are built to last and withstand punishment from 
anglers and fish. The Teppan vibe is fast getting a name for itself as not only a tough lure but a first class fish catcher as well, with the team being able to 
combine strength and performance into this lure. Applicable for wide range of fish from sea bass, blue fish to rock fish.
Teppan Blade was proudly designed for the fearless angler who is not afraid to cast anywhere.

Quake claw salt edition which gets bites and reactions compatible effective not only for rock fish games 
but also for various games such as flat games from a boat.
Regardless of Shore / Offshore, you can use either baitfish pattern or crustacean pattern, and will force fish to bite by a fascinating super high pitch arm action!

This lure has developed based on the idea of " The head for rock fish which anyone can fish easily using feel". Through field work, 
we have realized the importance of vibration and  flashing for rock fish. Daniel head Rock was developed with inspiration from the Jackson Teppan vibe of which 
ability and response is well known. Simple retrieving enables the Daniel head Rock move its head left and right, and creates strong flashing and fluctuation, 
moving its head gives the soft rubber trailer lure a more life like action and urges rock fish to strike. Also its balancing weight is placed backward so anglers can 
achieve overwhelming cast distance and fast sinking, which can be advantage for wide area fishing allowing t he angler to cover so much ground. Daniel head 
Rock is a fun and easy lure to use for rockfish and many bottom dwelling species.
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SBPLBT WRD

Size : 31mm / Hook : F#10 R#14 / ¥500

CIW CLS PKI ZBG ZGP

SBPGGD WRDCIW CRB ZBGSPK

etc
その他

etc
その他

CPK ZGP OSV GSV MBP GGD CZG

SGPSRIMBPSPKWIW

3g Size : 36mm / Hook : F#8 R#12 / ¥5005g

Size : 41mm / Hook : F#8 R#10 / ¥5007g

Size : 116mm / ¥1,000100g Size : 123mm / ¥1,050120g Size : 133mm / ¥1,100150g

Size : 95mm / ¥85055g Size : 103mm / ¥90070g Size : 110mm / ¥95085g

Size : 45mm / Hook : F#11 R#10 / ¥68022g

Size : 52mm / Hook : F#12 R#8 / ¥74032g

Size : 56mm / Hook : F#13 R#8 / ¥78042g

Size : 35mm / Hook : Twin Assist#6 / ¥60010g

Size : 41mm / Hook : Twin Assist#8 / ¥64015g

Size : 63mm / Hook : F#11 R#8 / ¥68020g Size : 72mm / Hook : F#12 R#6 / ¥74030g

Size : 79mm / Hook : F#13 R#4 / ¥78040g Size : 90mm / Hook : F#14 R#3 / ¥85060g

Size : 46mm / Hook : F#9 R#8 / ¥55010g

Size : 47mm / Hook : F#11 R#10 / ¥68018g Size : 54mm / Hook : F#12 R#8 / ¥74028g

Size : 60mm / Hook : F#13 R#6 / ¥78038g

WPG GSV ZGP

ZGP

SBL SRI CIW SBP CRB WRD LBT SPK

Size : 53mm / Hook : F#11 R#10 / ¥60015g Size : 59mm / Hook : F#11 R#8 / ¥68020g

Size : 67mm / Hook : F#12 R#6 / ¥74030g Size : 84mm / Hook : F#14 R#3 / ¥85060gSize : 74mm / Hook : F#13 R#4 / ¥78040g

CIW CRB SBP SRISPKSGR

ZPCZLCLKK

WHE

WRD ZBG ZGP

55g /70g /85g

100g /120g /150g

BPZ IWW LBT MGL RGZ WKI ZBG ZGP 

SBPGGDCIW CRB WRDSPK ZBG

LKK ZLC ZPCZGP CLSNEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

This range was designed to give the angler conscious control over the lures action, in particular when it is falling. Lightly applying tension to the line will get the lure into a 
standing position and sink it faster, and you can send it to the exact depth range you want. The pull resistance during jerk is also light, and it slides with an enticing width that 
makes it easy for fish to prey on. When the tension of the line is released after shaking, it will be in a horizontal position, and it is possible to easily create a pause and a slow 
and fluttering fall that fish cannot resist. Not only does it fly well, but it is also an easy-to-use metal jig that makes it easy to control the lures posture at the will of the angler.

The center of gravity is set slightly backwards makes fluttering fall and it starts appealing right after dropping to water surface.
No matter how you fish, this lure keeps attracting fish all the time until you pick it up.
Gallop assist is easy application weapon. And assist hook helps hooking ratio dramatically, You will not miss chances.

etc
その他

Has been designed for a slow falling speed and has a fluttering action on the fall, 
which allows long span fishing and target fish such as rock fish. 
Its action and speed appeals to feeding habits rather than creating just a reaction bite.

etc
その他

●UVcolor ●Glow color

Barracuda Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Horsemackerel Trevallｙ

Down-sized metal jig from the standard shore jig lure “Gallop assist fall edition”.
This lure covers all light salt game such as rockfish, horse mackerel and soon.
Sliding fall action is so effective at light salt game despite its compact body.

Developed for long casting distances, its compact design enables long distance casting, enabling the angler to cover more water.
Its size and baitfish profile imitate prey perfectly and work on various retrireves and retrireves speeds.

No Stabdard of 10g, 15g! No Stabdard of 10g, 15g! No Stabdard of 10g, 15g! No Stabdard of 10g, 15g!

No Stabdard of 15g! No Stabdard of 15g! No Stabdard of 15g!

No Stabdard of 15g!

10g, 15g Only!

The sharp edge and the outline of the body which gives a compact and thickness are characteristic. 
The action of falling that is reproduced the movement of the weakened bait induces the explosive bite. The concept model specialized in the falling of a metal jig.

etc
その他
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CKI LIW

SSY

CGY CON

CTI IPBLSN

CRG PPG

GCD

Size : 130mm / Weight : 29g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #4 / ¥1,950

etc
その他

etc
その他

Size : 105mm / Weight : 24.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8 / ¥1,650

SKR SRI SRH CGG LCI MPG

RLC TKZ GNR OLB WPIMMG

CKI CTI MPKWHE IPBPCD SRIWRD

105SSP

CTICKI FSM GGR MLC PCD WRDSRB

GCD IPBSRI RLCSRI PGDWHE

Size : 120mm / Weight : 33g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #4 / ¥1,80012SSP

Size : 140mm / Weight : 40g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #4 / ¥2,10014SSP

Size : 170mm / Weight : 26.5g / Type : Floating / Hook:#4 / ¥2,10017FSV

Size : 170mm / Weight : 30g / Type : Sinking  / Hook:#4 / ¥2,10017SSV

Size : 120mm / Weight : 21g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #5 / ¥1,90012SS

Size : 140mm /  Weight : 25g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #4 / ¥2,10014SS

Size : 105mm / Weight : 12.5g / Type : Floating / Hook : #6 / ¥1,800105FVG

Size : 105mm /  Weight : 17g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,800105SVG

PCO SGC LPI CRI SGR

WRD URB CRI GCD IPB

105SVG FVG／

WRDSRISKRPPGMPKMMGIPB WGP

NEWNEWNEW

●UVcolor ●Glow color

Patent Pending

applied

Patent Pending

applied
"Athlete Minnow" that made the basics of minnow.
Athlete+ was born, which was made by adding Jackson's fishing technique to an athlete minnow
that was completed to the extent that there was no need to change. By installing a vortex generator, a stable flight distance is obtained. The flat side specification 
generates strong flashing during wobbling roll action. In addition, the appeal power has been further enhanced by increasing the body height compared to conventional 
slim bodies. With these added performances, not only sea bass but also vast surf games will attract fish eaters with their strong presence. Please experience the 
athlete+ that will continue to increase the fishing results.

The legendary lure, Athlete. It inherited the action that rolling in slow retrieve, and wobbling rolling action increases with the retrieve speed.
Also combined with excellent stability performance under any situations. 

The “Athlete 105SSP” is the next in the Athlete series alongside 12SSP and 14SSP.
The size of 10.5cm is a deliberate decrease to replicate the size of the actual baitfish that’s most common in the ocean.
Generally, it is said that the small plugs can have a shorter casting distance, but the 105SSP has been designed to conquer this problem with strategically placed weight
and balance. Its swimming action is very tight wobbling and rolling action to match its baitfish profile size, entices the fish to strike.

The ultimate Sardine imitation, designed by Ryo Ikuma
Every autumn, the shores from Osaka to Kobe are bustling with sea bass and blueback feeding on the large Sardine schools. We have haunted the area and tested, 
not only Jackson’s lures, but various other brands during the Sardine season. Our final conclusion has the “Athlete 14SS” as an absolute standout performer. With its 
perfect baitfish profile outline, its action and flight-distance and it’s immeasurable ability to catch fish after fish which led to countless captures of lunker sea bass and 
yellow fish. This unique style of fishing requires a particular depth for the lure to run at, and keeping in mind to make this an easy lure to use, so we have adjusted the 
design to get the Athlete running at the correct depth and get it to the depth quickly and easily. Now reaching the required depth is simple cast after cast, getting the 
Athlete in the strike zone every time! The legendary “Athlete 14SS” just got better! The revised Athlete has 3 design focus points that make the best even better.  
First, a crucially designed bib lip shape to enable the lure to travel at the correct depth and reach it fast, while maintaining its action.  Second, the body shape 
enlarged to move more water and increased sonics, therefore becoming more noticeable to all predators. Lastly, the weight transfer size has been changed from 4pc.
(6.6mm) to 2 pc. (8mm) to produce a tight baitfish profiled action at all retrieve speeds. Color selection was completely renewed with amazing colors to suit the style of 
fishing the new Athlete is designed for. We worked with respected experts in the Sardine baitfish style of fishing and everyone accepted the offer willingly, acknowl-
edging the Athlete’s already high status, and enjoyed the reconstruction of this lure. Upon completion of much research and development, “The New Athlete 13 MDS” 
was born. We are confident in the results and are pleased we have a new world class lure that can proudly carry the legendary name of “Athlete”.

The Athlete 12SSP is a sinking pencil designed for surf and flat head fishing, however over time its proved that
its very effective for blue fish or sea bream also. Then, the new Athlete 14SSP was born.
It is wire through construction and capable to cope with large predators such as big jaw sea bream, big blue fish, huge sea bass and flat fish. Its balancing weight was
moved a little forward to give it a na tural fall, which is useful for both surf and shore. The lure during casting holds its stable posture which enables anglers to cast
long distances and as much as metal jigs. Its larger size makes the action wider, and moving it in a big arc it creates irregular actions with faster retrieves, driving fish
to strike the lure with aggression.

No Stabdard of 14SSP!

No Stabdard of 14SSP!

No Stabdard of Floating!

No Stabdard of Floating! No Stabdard of Sinking! No Stabdard of Sinking! No Stabdard of Sinking!

No Stabdard of Floating!

No Stabdard of 12SSP! No Stabdard of 12SSP! No Stabdard of 12SSP! No Stabdard of 12SSP!

No Stabdard of 14SSP! No Stabdard of 14SSP! No Stabdard of 14SSP! No Stabdard of 14SSP! No Stabdard of 14SSP!

The Athlete 17SSV and 17FSV with the Vortex Generator enables a mazing casting distance.
Long minnows require a certain technique to cast well due to their length and not be aerodynamic and many longer minnows are difficu lt to cast long distance with stability.
One of the biggest reasons for the casting difficulty is the shak ing movement of the body through the air which generates extra air resistance, which red uces casting
distance. The Athlete 17SSV and 17FSV have the vortex generator on its lip, which can mitigate air resistance and reduce body shake, giving the Athlete 17SSV and FSV 
stability in the air and in turn longer casting distances consistently. The average casting distance has been tested completely and fou nd that a lure with the vortex 
generator increases casting distance by 10.3%. The angler feel and experience the difference and its posture st ability even against the wind.
It has the sharp darting action that is well known form the Ath lete series and also a wobbling and rolling action with slower retrieves, allowing the angler t o trigger 
reaction bites by jerking when required.
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The Quick Shad has been designed with a thicker more solid body 
so it keeps its shape during the cast and also retrieving the lure, 
and also making it hold well on the hook keeper system of the 
Quick Head. The size and shape of the Quick Shad produces maxi-
mum water displacement and along with its rolling action and tail 
vibration is very enticing to fish species.
The body shape is purposely flat on the bottom to make it easy to 
fix the hook system and there is a slit in the tail to place the trailing 
treble hook to give optimum hook up rates from tail bites. The very 
rear of the tail points upwards to eliminate hook fowling from the 
rear hook and allow the soft bait to act naturally and give maximum 
vibration and wobble.
The combination of the Quick Shad with the Quick Head give the 
angler a performance product with many options.

Size : 90mm / Weight : 14g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,700

Size : 3.5inch / Quantity : 4 / ¥500

It corresponds to "Super-Fast Retrieve" of day-game.
It equipped meandering action from side to side in order not to be given up by fish when super-fast retrieve. It can correspond to not only fast but also dead slow,
and has the high stability and versatility from the trolling of night game to ultra-fast retrieve of the day game, and twitch and jerk.

Weight : 6g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,60070mm

Weight : 8g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,60080mm

Weight : 12g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8 / ¥1,65085mm

Weight : 17.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,70095mm

Weight : 15g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #4 / ¥1,700105mm

NEW

CRH LCD MCI RBO RDW SPC SRK WHT

78SF/S

A sword fish that reacts quickly to the falling bait. Metal jigs are very effective as fishing methods that make the most of their habits.
However, lead has a fast fall due to its characteristics, and even if it is made to fall slowly, it will pass through the sword fish range in no time. For this reason, the 
Tachi jig uses light zinc. Zinc is a light material with a specific gravity of 7 compared to a specific gravity of 11 for water. Taking advantage of this lightness, it was 
possible to increase the appeal and raise the bite rate by slowly falling the range where the sword fish is located. Since sword fish are sensitive to light emitting 
objects, the color lineup incorporates full glow and a highly flickering zebra system, especially in the glow system. Wire assist is standard equipment to prevent line 
breaks inherent to fangs. A Tachi jig with no blind spots to attack the sword fish was completed.

PKZ PUZ RGZ SKP

Jackson's flag ship basic minnow which sells long time. Achieves stable rolling and wobbling action.
Strong to the flow, the stable retrieve performance is also excellent. These stable elements accomplish "anyone can use comfortably, a user-friendly lure".

Size : 70mm / Weight : 7g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,700

Size : 90mm / Weight : 13g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,700

SRH SSS CGRCAJ UIW PCH LRO PWR

HKI GSU NKI PWH RBO SAY SRK URI

The weight added to the rear parts of athlete 9S. The feature of this model is incredibly increased distance and the changeable action by speed range.
The flying distance increased by 10m longer than athlete 9S. "The stability of flying posture "is the big point more than increasing weight of 1g.

7S

9S

P-1 P-3 P-7 GL-10 C-14 P-1H C-14H

SRI HKI PCO PWR SSS LRO SRK

BPZ DPU GPP KSV

Size : 69mm / Hook : F#12 R#6 / ¥78020g

Size : 79mm / Hook : F#13 R#4 / ¥84030g

Directly to the place !! Versatile action

Size : 78mm / Weight : 10g / Type : Slow Floating / Hook : #6 / ¥1,50078SF

Size : 78mm / Weight : 11.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,55078S

● Weight : 14g / Hook : #6 / ¥850

● Weight : 21g / Hook : #6 / ¥900

● Weight : 28g / Hook : #6 / ¥950

78SF

78S

Size : 87mm / Hook : F#14 R#3 / ¥88040g

BOC BKG MPC WRD SAC GDM CHWK SSS

P-1H GL-10 C-14H LRO SRI PCO SRK HKI

A quick head with several types of line eyes to support a wide range of capture, and a thick tail to water a lot, Quick Shad is now available as a set! !! 

GRC/GRC IPB/MNI

【Head】 ● Weight : 14g / Hook : #6  【Shad】 ● Size : 3.5inch / ¥925

【Head】 ● Weight : 21g / Hook : #6  【Shad】 ● Size : 3.5inch / ¥975

【Head】 ● Weight : 28g / Hook : #6  【Shad】 ● Size : 3.5inch / ¥1,025

WHE/KLPCRT/CRT H GOL/GLM H LCD/TBN SBM/SBM H S GOL/WHV H S

Head GlowH

Shad GlowS

S

●UVcolor ●Glow color

Tachijig The Jester is designed to dive and reach the strike zone quickly,
with a fast floating action when paused to attract seabass.
The tow point is designed to attach the snap and tune easily.
Jester Minnow can be used on a variety of predatory species.

CRT

KLP

GRCGLM

MNI SBM

TBN WHV

The Quick Head has two separate tow point options, a sliding version and the 
standard fixed eye version, having both options gives the angler a wide variety of 
action and depth options. The sliding option allows for better bottom release 
when the head touches the bottom minimising snagging but still allows for maximum 
action in combination with the Quick Shad and its intense rolling action.
The fixed eye tow point is a more direct towing point and allows the angler to 
control depth and be as close to the bottom at all times and a slow retrieve will 
add a slight vibration action in addition to the Quick Shad tail action and being 
more direct can be made to dart with drastic rod actions.
The hook keeper section of the head allows for not only a quick change of the soft bait, 
but also holds it firmly but still allows the soft bait to behave with a very natural action.
The shape of the head itself gives it the action and also maximum flash with its 
triangular flat sides and shape, which has been proven to be very appealing to fish.
A premium finish is applied to make it a tough resistant head and always looks good 
and natural to fish and the plate through tow point system makes it very strong.
The combination of the Quick Shad with the Quick Head give the angler a performance 
product with many options.

IPBGRC

SBM WHE

GOLCRT

LCD

85mm,95mm Only! 85mm,95mm Only! 85mm,95mm Only! 85mm,95mm Only!

85mm,95mm Only! 85mm,95mm Only! 85mm,95mm Only! 85mm,95mm Only!
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Size : 90mm / Weight : 27g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,600

Our long selling standard lure "Athlete" are tuned as a heavy weight minnow,
It is "Pin tail tune" which is designed for fast retrieve with long cast ability. Fast retrieve and long length dart action by continuous jerks attracts wide range of fish.

SPK SRI SBP NKI NIW WRD

FSM LVI OBP PIC

MCG

This lure achieves excellent results across the country here in Japan.
It has continued to fascinate all kind of fish eaters such as sea bass of cause,
Amberjack, bonito, flounder, hair tail. 

Size : 105mm / Weight : 48g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : No Hook / ¥2,000

Size : 55mm / Weight : 6g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,500

Our long selling standard lure"Athlete"are tuned as a heavy weight minnow,
It is "Pin tail tune"which is designed for fast retrieve with long cast ability.
Fast retrieve and long length dart action by continuous jerks attracts wide range of fish.

SPK SIW SRK WRD

SRI LCD SGR

FSM LVI OBP PIC

In addition to the main concept of pin tail series "overwhelming distance", 
The basic performance is developed that it can be handled easily by anyone.
The stability of the swim from medium to fast retrieve is dramatically improved.

Size : 110mm / Weight : 45g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #2 / ¥2,000

WHE

GRA KIS

GCB

No Stabdard of 20g!

No Stabdard of 20g! No Stabdard of 20g! No Stabdard of 20g!

SPK SIW SRK SBP UUI URI

CKB WRD CMI CMP CMS

Size : 75mm / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,60020g

Size : 90mm / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #4 /¥1,60028g

Size : 70mm / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,60020g

Size : 90mm / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,70035g

LI CB LP SRI HMB CCR GRA CCY SPG SSS

NKI NIW SPK SBP NTU

GBB GRA GCB

FSM GCB LVI OBP PIC

PK CI BP BO RI NKI

KISNIW GRA WRD LCD FNK

etc
その他

No Stabdard of 20g! No Stabdard of 20g!

etc
その他

etc
その他
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Size : 120mm / Weight : 40g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : No Hook / ¥2,350

■ Flat Edition Color

Size : 93mm / Weight : 28g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #5 / ¥1,700 Size : 180mm / Weight : 75g / Type : Floating / Hook : #2/0 / ¥2,700

etc
その他

Size : 120mm / Weight : 40g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : なし / ¥2,100

CIW CSN CKI HKB CPK

SBP SPK CMI CMP CMS

CKI

BKI TRG

GNRCCN OLB SGE SKN

BLD CCD CRH IWD

CIN

LCR

Weight : 7g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,48065mm

Weight : 20g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6 / ¥1,60085mm

CIN

NKI NTU SRH

FIW FSM

SBA

GGO

LIW SRI SBP SPK SRB WRD WHE

SGRCCY SGC

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW

CKI LIW SBP SPK SRB SRI WHE WRD

The second lip mid belly creates a lift force and resistance against the body, 
which dramatically improves the response and action at lower speed retrieves.
So it swims well with a variety of retrieve speeds, from slow, medium and fast retrieve speeds.
G control also has body rolling action along with a slight erratic kick setting apart, and above, other heavy minnow lures.

Anglers who search for big monsters, Pin tail tune 40K was born with welded wire through system. 
It is not simply heavy but strength is equipped you can fish dorado, bonito and blue fish at off shore, and mackerel from surf. 
The range of target is expanded with this monster hunter lure.

WIRE THROUGH

Well known for the new concept lure that has 2 lips sinking minnow "G-control", this time we released 120mm for off-shore fishing. 
It goes without saying that the ability of the wide range of retrieve speed, long castability and natural action, this lure has wire through system for big fish. 

Size : 80mm / Weight : 11g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,400

The lure has all essential elements for a pilot lure in high level, such as Casting distance, Fall speed, appeal to fish. 
It goes to the aimed range in high speed and search field widely with wide wobble.  Even the weight fixed to the body, casting distance is amazingly long. 

etc
その他

The Jackson G-Control series is world renowned for its high speed ability and tight fish catching action, 
so the larger G-Controlling model was natural progression from the current sizes. 
The G-Controlling has all the features and attributes of the smaller 28 and 40g models but has an increased size of 180mm a nd has been purpose designed for high 
speed trolling for large pelagic species. The G-Controlling secondary bib adds stability at speed and also when trolled in turbulent waters with a diving depth of 
between 1 and 2 metres. 
It’s hardware and wire construction have also been purpose designed for larger species and the G-Controlling has proven itself in testing time and time again.

The Minato James has been designed to have an action undersuper slow retrieves while the lure swings in strong currents, the sharper lines of this lures give 
off a superb flash during these slower retrieve situations. 
It falls at a natuarl pace and the small bib allows the angler to control its depth easily during the swing and enable the angler to let the lure drop into depper 
pockets and rise up in shallower areas. The Minato James can be used year round and versatile enough to fish smaller waters and larger open waters as well.

Bream

The pilot lure to search wide range

PCD RBO SCD ORD

SRH SSS WSCGOSCLCBO WPYIW
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etc
その他

Size : 90mm / Weight : 30g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #4 / ¥1,700

Size : 115mm / Weight : 45g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #2 / ¥2,000

RRHK

Size : 90mm / Weight : 15g / Type : Slow Floating / 

Range : 2m / Hook : #4 / ¥1,750
etc
その他

Size : 140mm / Weight : 52g / Type : Floating / Hook : #2/0 / ¥2,600

Size : 130mm / Weight : 23g / Type : Floating / Hook : #4（2hook） / ¥1,6502Hook

Size : 130mm / Weight : 23g / Type : Floating / Hook : #5（3hook） / ¥1,6503Hook

RUI HCI KRD CKS

CCI CSI FMI GAK

SMP SNI SZE

PRH

CKI NIWWRD SRI UPK NBP

RUI KRD

GRA

HCI UUI SBP CLR CKS

CHWK GSUKMSSK NGBK PERK

RWAKSAYK SPAK

SXSK

SIWKBKIK

CBIK CHWK FIWK MSSK

NCLK RIWK SINK SPKK

NCLK RWAK SAPK CHWK MSSK

SPKK FIWK GINK CBIK

Weight : 33g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #1 / ¥2,200110mm

Weight : 48g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #2/0 / ¥2,600140mm

Weight : 99g / Type : Sinking / Hook : フック無し / ¥3,100180mm

CLR

CKI NIW UPK NBP GRA

NEW NEW

●UVcolor ●Glow color

Surf Glide was developed based on a strong theme of "casting ability" for surf fishing.
Its design was purely to keep a maximum casting distance in windy conditions particulary in the surf, representing the name of surf glide.
The internal weight system is the key to its casting ability, the weight shifting to the rear of a long lure keeps the forward trajectory. The body is made from 
polyhedral and giving it maximum buoyancy, so the lure can sustain with 9mm large tungsten weights. The weight system has a double benefit with an energetic 
wobbling roll action when retrieved, the larger body shape and profile is a baitfish profile that can be detected easily even in white water conditions. There are 
two options available with hook set up, with 2 or 3 treble hook can be used with this lure and still remain effective in the estuary or rugged offshore. The weight 
transfer system is nothing new, but most long cast minnows have poor actions, but the Surf Glide has both elements covered. Surf Glide is a floating minnow of 
high performance for seabass and  will be very suitable for many anglers.

The lip is designed like a lower jaw to prevent body from coming up from surface, Fall posture is naturally horizontal.
Center of gravity is put the lowest level and wire through system achieve high strength to its body.

The features of Muscle shot are inherited with size 11.5cm and 45g. 
Target is both shore and off shore, with wide range of fish such as Bonito, Mackerel, Tuna, Amberjack and Dorado.

A slow floating lure with long lip achieves deep dive into water approximately 2.0m.
Divitis means ‘Dive’ in Latin language. It makes tight and high pitch wobbling roll with very light water resistance when you retrieve. 
The weight is set at 15g, the killer lure both in salt water and fresh water. Amazingly wide range of fish can be caught with this lure.

The NEW KAIKEN Popper is game changer!  The Kaiken Popper rides the wave of success from the Kaiken stickbait, 
and is the follow up model that has been designed with all the high performance features of the Kaiken stickbait.
Its 140mm long with a wired through construction and its large cupped face provides maximum water displacement
when retrieved driving bluewater species crazy and into a feeding frenzy. 
The kaiken Popper is equipped with super sharp and strong hardware and a range of amazing bluewater specific colours.

Available in 110mm, 140mm and 180mm with a wired through construction for large predetors.
A long casting weight balanced sinking lure blue water species such as tuna, GT, King fish, Sail fish, Dorado and Spanish meckerel.KAIKEN, with its sliding action 
at high and slow speed retrieves is FISH MAGNET !!
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etc
その他

etc
その他

BCH BRD CZG CZL CZO CZP

GBC GDR JIW PCO PRR RBK

LRH PCH GBR BCH MGR APG LPBLCR BBP

CZG CZM MZB

PGD SNI ZGI ZGR

CZP CZR CPD

GLM MTP WOB

GCL MLC MNC

BCD LCR MLC PCD PGD RBO SRH WIW

CLS KIK PWH KIW OKI CLR GDR GSH

Size : 90mm / Weight : 9g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8 / ¥1,000

Weight : 14g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,400125mm

Weight : 9g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10 / ¥1,350105mm

Weight : 7g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6（Single） / ¥1,20085mm

Size : 43mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥1,0503g

Size : 50mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,0505g

Weight : 12g / Type : Slow Floating / Range : 30~60cm / Hook : #6 / ¥1,65080mm

Weight : 18g / Type : Slow Floating / Range : 30~60cm / Hook : #6 / ¥1,750110mm

etc
その他

【Spare:1】

The Nyoro Nyoro has had a facelift, and now a soft material coating to enhance a life like feel on the strike. 
The same rolling action of Nyoro Nyoro remains with its slim body, slight body roll and great casting distance.

The mysterious shape of the lure is expanding the playing field beyond the boundaries of genres such as sea bass, trout and rockfish. 
The extremely slim outline can direct even the slender bait not only an insect, halfbeak and whitebait. 
It can make a dirt with long length and escaping bait move realistically.

A lip less Minnow is an indispensable part of lure choice of sea bass fishing regardless of the season.
Two sizes that can correspond to various situations, 80 mm and 110 mm ! Versatile lure has developed.

From the both sides the instinct of predation of no action and long length dart, and the reaction bite lead to hit by stimulating the target. 
It is the no-action plug, such as the worm that can manage easily a range and keep horizontal posture by just reeling, but also the magic plug that shows the sharp 
dart and runs from side to side by adding twitching. The twitch with line slug is a tip to get bites.

Size : 110mm / Weight : 17.5g / Type : Suspend / Hook : SW#3, FW#2 / ¥1,850

METEORA 110SP is a suspending jerk bait perfect for shallow water fishing with its weight placement designed specifically to suspend the lure horizontally 
on the pause. The Meteora 110SP has been designed to have a precise action, even with the smallest of twitches making the lure seem alive even on the 
slowest of retrieves. With its traditional flat sides that move water and give a strong flash the Meterora 110SP attracts large predatory fish from a distance.

110SP

CON NAY PWH SSS WBSUIW
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Size : 1.7in / Quantity : 8 / ¥580

BBL BRD BRR LPTGCH

SMFNGR

EBOBSH

KMJ

F

B

F

B

F

B

F

B

F

B

GDREBCRDP

etc
その他

Size : 70mm / Weight : 4g / Type : Floating / 

Hook : F#10 R Original Assist Hook / ¥1,600

Size : 70mm / Weight : 7g / Type : Floating / 

Hook : F#8 R#6 / ¥1,500

etc
その他

BSH CBS CNE CTG EC GCH IGI MGR

ALB GDM KEB NKP YSBPT GOL MGP

5g Size : 31mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6（Single） / ¥8207g

Size : 32mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6（Single） / ¥92010g

Size : 36mm / Weight : 8g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8（Double Hook） / ¥1,0008g

Size : 39mm / Weight : 12g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8（Double Hook） / ¥1,10012g

BSH MGR CNECBSBRRWSC

BB EC SF BRSE KE

etc
その他

etc
その他

etc
その他

etc
その他

ABO SSS SGC CLS MCOSIW MPC

OKI

HKI BPI CKR WRD KAPBRB

SACKEB GDM WDS BSP

IKA

Weight : 5.6g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8（Double Hook） / ¥1,20055mm

Weight : 7.6g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6（Double Hook） / ¥1,30065mm

Weight : 10g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #4（Double Hook） / ¥1,40075mm

BLS BOS CHP CLB CLH GDM SLK SRP STS WDS WRD

Chinukoro vibe

Chinukoro vibe is a sepecial vibration bait for seabream, Blackhead and yellowfin seabream, this vibe has 
great appeal to seabream and other species looking for food in shallow water like shrimps and crabs etc. 
We recommend using "Chinukoroli" and "Chinukoro vibe" properly to expand the possibilities and catch 
rates of seabream fishing. Two things below are the points the team focuesd on.

1. Absolute casting ability
This vib comes in 8g and 12g, which is a little lighter than regular seabass vibration baits, however it flies perfectly because of its unique body shape and exquisite 
weight balance, it will seriously blow your mind. The 8g vib is equivalent to 10g of Chinukoroli, and 12g ones flies even further, also it flies straight with stability 
and accuracy so the angler can always hit the target.

2. Snag free
This vibe is relatively snag free just the same as Chinukoroli, even if it gets stuck in the rocks, the body rises up using the tow point as a fulcrum enabling the 
angler to release the lure easily. It falls to the bottom with the hooks facing up, which appeals eliminating the snagging problems with most vibration baits. The 
design and hook choice and placement will allow the angler to fish heavy cover and rock covered bottom where most vibrations will get snagged up, its action is 
super sensative and the angler can finesse the lure and feel every bite.

Chinukoro craw

Chinukoroli

New species of crustacean plug.
This chinu Koroli  lure increases the avoidance capability caught by its own unique gravity. 
It keeps avoiding stuck, You only need to retrieve slowly to drag it at the bottom to get black sea bream.

Snapper is tend to stay at the bottom, So this crustacean worm is developed for specialized for Snapper. 
It is a perfect match to rigs for bottom such as jig head and TX rig.
Best match with our final weapon for bottom conquest, Chinu koroli.

Cast and twitch as a pencil bait makes ebi panic as if it is in 'Panic' like running away from predators. 
It has dog walk action and its tail cup creates sweet pop sound. And also making splash precisely.

The Bottom Magic has always been a great lure for trout, but its unique shape and action has been recognised as a very effective lure in larger sizes as well and in 
particular in saltwater situations. The two new sizes of 65mm at 7.6gm and the 75mm at 10gm still have the action of the 55mm, and now in a range of new fish 
catching colours that suit both fresh and saltwater fishing. Fitted with strong and sharp double hooks for the ultimate hook up rate.

The popper "R.A.POP" is designed for popping game of a black sea bream that
has generated and spread to the whole country in Japan.
It has been condensed the special performance for against a black sea bream such as "favorite pop noise of black sea bream", "standing posture for easy predation"
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BRB SSS SGC PCH MGR ABO MIW FPG LRH

PRH PWH MGR MBK MIW LRH ABO FPG PCH

The lure to capture fish from surface to 30cm below.
It can create strong resistance wave by original lip shape, can adjust the strength from strong to sensitive waves 
at sub-surface due to the variable action system.

/

The mysterious life feeling and the one and only potential, are expanding the playing field beyond the boundaries.
For 60mm we offer rockfish colors for anglers who enjoy rockfish game.
Its super slim body promises stable cast distances even under strong wind.

Size : 70mm / Weight : 7g / Type : Floating / Hook : #6 / ¥1,500

Size : 55mm / Weight : 4g / Type : Slow Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,200

Size : 22mm / Weight : 1.8g, 2.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : Original Assist Hook / ¥1,000

GDC GDP GRL

Size : 1.8finch / Quantity : 6 / ¥440

MJKGDRCRB

CRR CZP GDC GDP

The Athlete 55LL Mebaru Tune is a lipless lure designed to fish shallow parts of the water column, but still be a sinking lure. To fish shallow areas with a 
sinking lipless lure in the past has been difficult with a faster sink rate, but the Athlete 55LL Mebaru Tunes weight makes it perfect to search shallower water.
This lure can perfectly search various parts of the water column, even deeper waters with a slower sink and fluttering action on the fall.
It tempts fish that are looking upwards for bait especially with its slower meandering action due to the fulcrum point being slightly set to the rear of the centre 
of the lure.

The Tiny Squid inherits the back slide action, only in a smaller version, its so life like and a perfect baby squid imitation thats meant to be in the ocean. No need 
to use lead because of its nail sinker, which eliminates fish cautiousness simply by changing the direction of hook, it works with retrieving and drifting perfectly. 
The body profile of the Tiny Squid has been designed to enable sinker use in the pockets and its body shape prevent rolling, even when back sliding. The Tiny 
Squid is just perfect for rockfish and can also can be used with a jig head. 1.3g tungsten nail sinker is suggested for deep water spots such as from a boat or 
tetra. 0.9g is recommended for shallow water.
Fluorocarbon line is prefered to assist in the backsliding action. After the backslide, slowly retrieve and let the Tiny Squid float, then pause causing the Squid to 
backslide again.
This technique imitates a real Squid and its action is life like and irresistable predators.

BGS KML

Weight : 3.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10（Single） / ¥1,10060mm

SIW ABO SSS SGC CLS BPI HLK LRP

MPC BSG BSP GDM KEB OKI SAC WDS

Weight : 5.7g / Type : Floating / Hook : #8 / ¥1,35060mm

60mm

Weight : 8g / Type : Floating / Hook : #8 / ¥1,45080mm

80mm

The falling speed and action of the Mijinko has been specifically designed for Aji.
Mijinko works in a variety of conditions, and able to fish various depths.
The Mijinko can be dropped and twitched in the strike zone to attract the bite,
and not only for Aji but a variety of light tackle species.

CPD GRD KML MMC

GLP GRH KML LMN OKG

Rock fish

Riskbait is pursued necessary elements to make a bite. The most important thing is strength of pushing water.
Pushing water makes higher interest of fish more than slide action.
Combination with RA pop makes respond to many situations to get bites!

CBG CLO OKI CHR KML

GLP OKG LMN KIK HTI
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There are a variety of fish when you go to sea depending on season. 
The lures jumped out of  treasure box in order to play with these fishes at light salt game
all year round, They don't have the word "target fish". Any fishes can be caught.

Size : 39mm / Weight : 3.8g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 46mm / Weight : 3.4g / Type : Floating / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 45mm / Weight : 1.9g / Type : Floating / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 44mm / Weight : 2.6g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 46mm / Weight : 1.8g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 48mm / Weight : 3.9g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 39mm / Weight : 3.6g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥850

Size : 46mm / Weight : 4.4g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥850

SLK WIW WSC SPC CLR GLP CGR SRI KML PKL OIW NMH

INK KBN MCB SAC

SRI KML

PKL OIW NMH OKG

SLK WIW WSC SPC CLR GLP CGR

SLK WIW WSC SPC CLR GLP CGR SRI KML PKL OIW NMH

WIW WSC SPC CLR CGR SRI KMLGLPSLK

INK KBN MCBPKL OIW NMH KLN OKG

SLK WIW SPC CGR SRI OIW NMH

CAJ CLO CRR INK KBN KLN SAC

CLC KIK CRR INK MCB OKG SAC

SLK WIW SPC CLR CGR PKL BPI

CLC INK CRR KLN MCB OKG SAC

SLK WIW SPC CLR CGR PKL BPI

PKL OIW NMH CRR INK KBN KLN SAC

WIW WSC SPC CLR CGR SRISLK GLP KML

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish

Migrant  fish
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GALLOP Swimmer
28g / 70mm

38g / 78mm

GALLOP Baby

3g / 31mm

5g / 36mm

7g / 41mm

10g / 46mm

30g / 72mm

40g / 79mm

GALLOP Assist
20g / 63mm

60g / 90mm

14g / 55mm

TEPPAN Vib

9g / 48mm

5g / 40mm

7g / 44.5mm

3g / 34mm

20g / 63mm

26g / 72mm

TEPPAN Blade
20g 28g / 56mm

TEPPAN Long
28g / 110mm

35g / 115mm

22g / 45mm

GALLOP Long Cast

10g / 35mm

15g / 41mm

32g / 52mm

42g / 56mm

GALLOP Slow Fall
18g / 47mm

28g / 54mm

38g / 60mm

TEPPAN Strong 33g / 42g
106mm

SE・hata craw
3.4in

Daniel head rock
14g / 37mm

21g / 41mm

28g / 46mm

35g / 49mm

42g / 52mm

40g / 83mm

Daniel Blade

7g / 46mm

10g / 51mm

30g / 75mm

Daniel [salt]

3g / 35mm

5g / 42mm

1g / 21mm

30g / 80mm

14g / 61mm

20g / 67mm

40g / 85mm

Metal Effect Stay Fall
20g / 66mm

Freak Worm

Shallow Swimmer
125mm

Bone Bait

Puriebi
3.25in

30g / 75mm

8g / 16mm

4in

12g / 18.5mm

15g / 20mm

40g / 83mm

60g / 95mm

3.5in

4.5in 20g / 59mm

15g / 53mm

30g / 67mm

40g / 74mm

60g / 84mm

GALLOP Assist FALL EDITION

PLUNGE
55g / 95mm

85g / 110mm

70g / 103mm

100g / 116mm

150g / 133mm

120g / 123mm

Freak Head

SALT LURE ACTUAL SIZE
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Pin Tail Sawara Tune
35g / 105mm

42g / 120mm

Pin Tail Tune 27
90mm

Pin Tail Tune 6
55mm

Pin Tail Tune 40 貫通
120mm

Pin Tail EZ 45
110mm

Pin Tail EZ 20
75mm

Pin Tail EZ 28
90mm

Pin Tail 48
105mm

Pin Tail 20
70mm

Pin Tail 35
90mm

Athlete 12SS
120mm

Athlete 14SS
140mm

Athlete 17SSV / 17FSV
170mm

Athlete 105SVG / 105FVG
105mm

Athlete13MDS
130mm

Athlete12SSP
120mm

Athlete14SSP
140mm

Athlete 7S
70mm

Athlete 9S / Athlete dash tune
90mm

Athlete105SSP
105mm

Artist FR 70
70mm

Artist FR 80
80mm

Artist FR 105
105mm

90mm

Tachi jig
20g / 69mm

30g / 79mm

40 / 87mm

Pin Tail Sagoshi Tune
20g / 75mm

28g / 90mm

JESTER MINNOW SF / S
78mm

Quick shad
3.5in

Quick head
14g / 25mm

21g / 35mm

28g / 45mm

SALT LURE ACTUAL SIZE
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G-Control 28
93mm

G-Controlling
180mm

G-Control 40
120mm

PY heavy minnow
39mm

PY vib
39mm

PY HW sinpen
46mm

PY shallow minnow
46mm

PY popper
46mm

PY lipless
48mm

PY shad
44mm

PY penci
45mml

MUSCLE SHOT
90mm

MUSCLE SHOT MAGNUM
115mm

Surf glide
130mm

DIVITIS
90mm

Kaiken Popper
140mm

Kaiken
110mm

140mm

180mm

60mm

85mm

105mm

125mm

Nyoro Nyoro

Unyo Unyo
90mm

SNUBBY
80mm

110mm

DEAD FLOAT 60
60mm

DEAD FLOAT 80
80mm

1.6in

1.8in

Pipi Ring

Mijinko
Tiny Squid

Athlete55LL Mebaru Tune

55mm

2.5g 1.8g / 22mm

EBI PANIC
70mm

R.A.pop
70mm

RISKBAIT
70mm

65mm

75mm

BOTTOM MAGIC
55mm

DART MAGIC

43mm

50mm

1.7in

Chinukorori
5g 7g / 31mm
10g / 32mm

Chinukoro Vibe
8g / 36mm

12g / 39mm

Chinukoro craw

85mm

Minato no James
65mm

Pipi Long  2in

SALT LURE ACTUAL SIZE



▲
BBS-511XL-AS

▲
BBS-64L

▲
BBS-64L-XLST

BBS-69L-ULST ▶

BBS-511XL-AS

BBS-64L

BBS-64L-XLST

BBS-69L-ULST

An all-carbon solid model which inherits the flow of super trickster and trickster, the scraped tip can be delicate 
with a natural action that gives the lure a sense of life. In addition to being able to fish a light rig, it also copes with 
super tough condition game with super light weight rig. Suspension performance of the full solid material without 
any loss sensitivity that enables the use of thinner lines that continues to give pressure to bass while protecting the 
line from an intense fight. With the short length of  5 feet and using the  thin SiC ring, weight reduction is achieved 
and greater operability than ever before. Perfect for small rubber from 1/32 oz to 1/8 oz, lightweight rig such as 
wacky and downshot, and also suitable for fishing the extremely small rig necessary for chasing small mouth bass.

BBS-511XL-AS The very best finesse

Light versatile spin rod specialized in the use of small hard plugs such as flow 
shad, a sticky fast tapered blank based on a medium elastic carbon material which 
is superior in casting performance and operability using small hard plugs. its an 
exquisite length suitable for Run & Gun in a vast field and also super accuratet, it 
will not limit the field nor the fishing style. A spinning rod capable of versatile 
games with a plug such as a shad.

BBS-64L For The Shading specialists

Tubular + Solid Tip model which is an essential model in finesse fishing, with a carbon solid tip which can 
manipulate the lightweight finesse rigs used,it easily detects a faint bite and combines a high elasticity 
carbon tubular harnessing power required for bass. A model specialized for finesse worming, such as a small 
rubber swimming baits and finesse worming such as rig and down shot of 3/16 oz. or less.

BBS-64L-XLST For The Worming & Small rubber jigs
Long finesse rod of tubular + solid tip, a long rod that combines the evolved 
multiaxial high power carbon tubular butt with a UL-class carbon solid tip capable of 
delicate operation with sensitivity for big bass. A long length of 6.9 ft. corresponds 
to a rig of long line leader such as down shot and light caro, etc. A perfect long 
casting rod and very suitable for long distance from the bank fishing styles.

BBS-69L-ULST Finesse for the long casting

BBS-511XL-AS

BBS-64L

BBS-64L-XLST

BBS-69L-ULST

ALL CARBON SOLID

SOLID TIP MODEL

SOLID TIP MODEL

MODEL Price

¥21,000

¥18,500

¥19,500

¥19,500

Length (cm /  ft)

180.9cm / 5ft11in

194.3cm / 6ft4in

194.3cm / 6ft4in

206.3cm / 6ft9in

Power

Extra Light

Light

Light

Light

Lure Weight

1/32-1/8

1/16-1/4

1/32-3/16

1/16-1/4

Line

2-4lb

3-6lb

2.5-5lb

3-6lb

Action

超Extra Fast

Fast

Extra Fast

Extra Fast

Self Weight

110g

102g

95g

103g

Tip Diameter

1.1mm

1.2mm

0.9mm

1.0mm

Piece

1

1

1

1

Collapsed Size

180.9cm

194.3cm

194.3cm

206.3cm

Other Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Carbon Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

Specification

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
300g weight statically and vertically.

The new bass rod series from Quon which released the ultimate standard rods  for beginner to tournament anglers, with rod 

actions such as Trickster and Bastard. These are the ultimate standard rods  for beginner to tournament anglers, with rod 

actions such as Trickster and Bastard. These are the ultimate standard in rods with a reasonable price but diverse line-up and 

advanced blanks that are full of detail. The lineup suitable to various tackle, field and fishing style and all with different qualities, 

one by one rather than just a multi bass rod such as dedicated plugging, jig dedicated model, or for tough conditions model. 

The blanks have different materials for each model for delicate finesse rods, it is based on 36t carbon material with superior 

sensitivity, 24 to 30t for moderate stickiness, 40 t carbon material for heavy rods requiring more power. By subdividing for 

each model and combining different kinds of different elastic materials, we have succeeded in producing specific rod actions.

In the search for further strength, the blank sheets are wound not only in one direction（0  degree）but also in the direction of 90 

degrees and tightened with a carbon tape in the direction of 45 degrees. The multiaxial structure dramatically improved the 

rigidity and twisting and crushing. The guide is a stainless steel frame SiC guide made by Fuji Industry Co., Ltd. which is 

excellent in durability,  this series also adopts a new standard thin ring "SiC-S". Even compared to the current SiC ring, it is 

lighter with higher sensitivity due to the weight reduction and the inner diameter of rings have also become wider, It also helps 

to improve the casting distance. The reel seat of the baitcasting model adopts a NEW micro trigger seat manufactured by Fuji 

Industry Co., Ltd. Easy to grasp, trigger with no wasted part and excellent operability. EVA is applied for grip. It has excellent 

durability and does not slip on rainy days and wet hands. With the fusion of technology cultivated with Quon and advanced 

parts, everyone enjoys the essence of bass fishing casually, these are truly the ultimate standard in bass rods.

T h e  s p i n n i n g  m o d e l  
adopts Fuj i 's VSS seat 
and TVSK hood, reducing 
looseness with uplocking.

The cas t ing mode l  adopts 
Fuj i 's micro tr igger seat , a 
t r i gger  w i thou t  bu lk iness 
corresponds to a de l icate 
approach and power play as 
well.

It is natural that if the fishing 
style is different the rod shall be 
s e l e c t e d  a c c o r d i n g l y,  we  
selected different elastic carbon 
sheets of 24t, 30t, 36t, 40t for 
each model, and created blanks 
suitable for each style with a 
feeling only achieved as if it is a 
high end product.

The lightest model with 
thin r ings and t i tanium 
f r a m e s ,  d o w n s i z i n g  
b e c am e  p o s s i b l e  b y  
expanding apertures, and 
it also became possible 
to use a smaller guides.
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BBC-61L-AS ▶

▲
BBC-62ML-LST

BBC-610M ▶
▲

BBC-68MH

BBC-73MH ▶

▲
BBC-71XH

▲
BBC-85XXH

BBC-61L-AS

BBC-62ML-LST

BBC-610M

BBC-71XH

BBC-68MH

BBC-73MH

BBC-85XXH

MODEL

¥25,500

Price

¥21,000

¥19,500

¥19,500

¥20,500

¥19,500

¥20,000

256cm / 8ft5in

Length (cm /  ft)

183.8cm / 6ft1in

188.3cm / 6ft2in

207.3cm / 6ft10in

216cm / 7ft1in

203.3cm / 6ft8in

221cm / 7ft3in

XXHeavy

Power

Light

Medium Light

Medium

Extra Heavy

Medium Heavy

Medium Heavy

3/4-5oz

Lure Weight

1/8-3/8

1/8-1/2

1/4-3/4

1/2-3oz

1/4-1oz

3/8-1½

PE30-80lb

Line

5-10lb

6-12lb

8-16lb

12-25lb
PEMAX#5

10-20lb

10-20lb

Fast

Action

Regular Fast

Extra Fast

Regular Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

203g

Self Weight

136g

114g

133g

157g

133g

153g

2.3mm

Tip Diameter

1.4mm

1.1mm

1.8mm

2.3mm

1.9mm

1.9mm

2(BJ)

Piece

1

1

1

2(BJ)

1

2(BJ)

208cm

Collapsed Size

183.8cm

188.3cm

207.3cm

179cm

203.3cm

187.7cm

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Other Materials

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber2%
Epoxy resin

98%

Carbon Fiber

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Place rods at 45 degrees with 
500g weight statically and vertically.

Specification

BBC-61L-AS BBC-62ML-LST So-called finesse

BBC-68MH
BBC-610M The Wide Searcher

BBC-85XXH The Prime weapon

Flipping, Swimbaiting, a versatile weapon!!BBC-71XH BBC-73MH

ALL CARBON SOLID SOLID TIP MODEL

BBC-61L-AS

BBC-62ML-LST

BBC-68MH

BBC-610M

BBC-73MH

BBC-71XH

BBC-85XXH

An all carbon solid bait rod composed of solid carbon from the tip to the butt, with a regular taper 
blank that do not kill the action of hard plugs used when chasing bass. While using 24t solid carbon 
we characterized the unique stickiness of this rod that makes sure you wont miss the bite. Its action 
is very suitable from the hook up to applying load to stop the fish during the fight, while using 
lightweight and improved  thin SiC rings. Perfcet for use with a crank and shad, Makimono special 
specialized in plugging to cover minnow and also top water plugs.

The Makimono Special

A bait finesse rod that combines flexibility and rigidity with L class carbon solids with ML class 
powerful tubular blanks. Lightweight Texas, down shot, lightweight rig such as small rubber and 
Neko jig. The ability to sense the change of shaking and bottom, it has a delicate tip like a spin rod 
feeling. With Bait's unique rework its a renewed ability of accuracy and performance, but it can 
achieve aggressive finesse fishing styles also. Tightened with carbon tape, the multi -axis 
torqueful tubular body exerts power that will not be defeated by big bass, we pursued the 
essence of bait finesse, approaching silently, and conquer with power.

A model specialized for rubber jig and Texas rig, it consists from 40t carbon material with high 
elasticity and hardness and 30t carbon for stickiness with power. Sensitivity is a must to deal with 
bottom fishing so this rod is excellent in jig operability and has enough power to fish in cover and 
weed. Exquisitely balanced tip is not only hard and has great hooking ability to hit the upper jaw 
with a hook while keeping a lure in the mouth of the bass. This one is for anglers who enjoy using 
Rubber jig and Texas rig as their main lures.

Jigs & Texas are my favorite

Rod specialized in using spinner baits up to 3/4 oz, cranks, vibrations baits as well. We set the 
medium elastic blanks based on 30t carbon to a regular taper and have developed the excellent 
hook up rate style rod while not losing any sensitivity or changes to the lures action. Its 6.1ft 
length is excellent in long range performance and can search wide and far and a versatile model 
combining not only long cast but pinpoint casting accuracy.

Blast Beats custom Swimbait model. The Blast Beats Swimbait rod has been specifically designed 
to cast and fish larger baits. The combination of materials, taper, guides and grip design all 
combine to create a rod that is purpose built to use larger baits and catch larger fish with comfort, 
accuracy and success. The rod uses Fuji SIC guides on a 40t carbon material and with a longer 
grip gives this rod the ability to load correctly when casting larger baits long distances. The Blast 
Beats Swimbait rod is suitable for lure weights from 3-5oz (120g-140g) and line PE 30-80lb.

Extra heavy versatile rod for heavy cover fishing using lures such as Texas Rig, Rubber jig, frog 
and power games that require big baits. Blanks are highly elastic but also sticky and have exquisite 
settings that combine the sharpness of manipulating heavyweight rig as desired and the ease of 
big bait use. A butt thats reinforced with a strong shaft with multiple shafts and improving its 
rigidity and exerts enough power to handle fish in the monster class lurking in the heavy cover.

The Versatile Sniper

Cover a wide range from light flip to swim bait,  it is a long rod which has superior long casting 
capability and it is a long rod which can be applied to flipping, a long leader rig like Caroliner, 
casting over bush and tight range control. The blank, which combines 40t and 30t of carbon 
material in a well-balanced manner, sticks moderately although it has high elasticity, converts it 
into a combined force by placing weight of lure on the entire rod,with a balanced rod action its a 
versatile weapon which is suitable for a wide range of lures, from worms and jigs and also hard 
plugs and wire baits, small and medium swim baits and big baits.

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.
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MODEL

STN-RS PU M

STN-RS GD M

STN-RS BL M

STN-RS PU L

STN-RS GD L

STN-RS BL L

・STN-180

・STN-280

Applicable
NET

・STN-380

Color

Gold

Blue

Purple

Gold

Blue

Purple

￥3,600

Price

￥3,500

Price

￥2,000

Price

Easy to bring by folding  
the frame

Easily unlock by one hand

Upgrade parts for better quality landing for Super 

Trickster Net.

Vertical withstanding load is 4.2kg, which is powerful 

enough for anglers who love to move around. At the 

same time, it is easy to put on and take off so that  

every action can be smoother. 

STN-RJ BL

STN-RGM BL

STN-RJ PU STN-RJ GD

STN-RGM PU

STN-RGM GD

Up grade parts for both"Super Trickster Net"and "Trickster Net". It has been developed for anglers 

who walk around the shore all day long to easy to bring one. This "run-gun joint" is mounted lock 

system which is useful where you go fishing at hard bush or when a windy day, since it's prevent 

from opening the net frame by accident.

MODEL

Frame specification

STN-NF PU (Net only)

STN-NF GD (Net only)

STN-NF BL (Net only)

STN-LF PU (Net only)

STN-LF GD (Net only)

STN-LF BL (Net only)

STN-MF PU (Net only)

Price

¥3,500

¥4,000

¥4,500STN-MF GD (Net only)

Frame
Size

36×30cm

42×35cm

48×40cm

Mesh
Size

5mm

7mm

10mm

Net
Depth

32cm

35cm

40cm

Frame
Thickness

8mm

8mm

10mm

STN-MF BL (Net only)

Normal frame Large frame Monster frame

A landing net indispensable for anglers on bank. 

Trickster net, which became a standard has been 

improved and create "SUPER TRICKSTER NET". A 

landing net for a bass that assists the situation 

where landing is difficult, such as a high pressure 

field that challenges by narrowing the line to the 

limit, an approach from a high place that cannot 

reach the surface of the water, a scaffolding and 

unstable steep slope. By adopting a one-piece 

oval frame, the frame is more easily catch fish, 

and it has excellent strength. The mesh rubber is 

adopted as a grip, promising a more reliable hold. 

Addit ional ly ,  equipping air  vent holes and a 

carabiner to prevent dropout. Easier to handle, 

evolved more practically. A super trickster net 

that extends the breadth of your strategy without 

missing the chance is a must item now.

STN-280 PU

STN-280 GD

STN-280 BL

STN-380 PU

STN-380 GD

STN-380 BL

MODEL

STN-180 PU

STN-180 GD

42cm

46.5cm

Close

29cm

36×30cm

36×30cm

Frame

36×30cm

2.8m

3.8m

Length

1.8m

¥13,500

¥14,500

Price

¥12,000

Purple × Orange

Gold × Black

Blue × Silver

Purple × Orange

Gold × Black

Blue × Silver

Purple × Orange

Color

Gold × Black

Blue × SilverSTN-180 BL

Specification

Normal Frame

A one piece oval frame for easy 
catch and high durability.

A mesh rubber grip which promises 
reliable hold.

The shaft is covered by cross 
carbon sheet for higher durability.

Air vent holes are equipped for 
smooth operation.

A carabiner is installed prevent 
net from dropping.

Run-gun stays is a quick release item that increases 

your ability to act in Okappari. The stay shape is 

designed for ease of release and speed so that 

even unexpected catches can be brought into the 

landing net instantly. It's a machined aluminum body 

that has a sense of ownership in terms of design and 

materials. Aluminum material is a tough item that has 

excellent strength and can be used with peace of 

mind even in situations where it  is used frequently.

Shape design specifically for 
ease of use

Premium aluminum body It becomes more compact when 
used together with a RUN&GUN joint

For big bass, frame size is enlarged

Normal frame with an emphasis on mobility

For monster bass, frame is largest and
adopt reinforced material 

10mm rubber coated net 
▼7mm rubber coated net 

▼

▲
10mm diameter

One-piece oval frame

▲
8mm diameter

One-piece oval frame

5mm rubber coated net
▼

▲
8mm diameter

One-piece oval frame

30cm

32cm 35cm 40cm

36cm

35cm

42cm

40cm

48cm

NEW
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CDR CMC GOW HNP MTG NWA WBS WGB

AMG KRG MKG TCG CHG PKG TNG

Size : 48mm / Type : Floating / Hook : F#8(double) R#4(single) / ¥1,300

Size : 48mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : F#8(double) R#4(single) / ¥1,300

4g

6.6g

SNG

CLU HNP ICS NWA

RWA SKB SPW SWK

Size : 70mm / Type : Floating / Hook : #10 / ¥1,600

The key to the Prism is that it floats almost parallel, meaning the lure on the pause has a natural posture thats so appealing to fish. 

The Prisms design and bib shape keep the lure always swimming in the correct depth, even during a long cast its stay in the shallow strike zone. How to 

use,reccomendations are stop & go. The best method is for a retrieve and pause method using twitches of the rod tip maximising the parallel rise and the shaper 

lines of this lure that reflect a tempting flash to fish of many species. Of course with its bouyancy it can be bounced through structure and over rocks easily. 

Another retrieve method is by using strong strokes of the rod and push water then use long pauses to entice the bite, by using this retrive the angler is inviting 

the fish from a distance to strike. The Prism is a technical lure, but easy to use, its shape, bib materials and action are unique and in testing has been a proven 

fish catcher.

Size : 120mm /  Weight : 17.5g / Type : Floating / Range : 1.5m / Hook : #6 / ¥1,800

etc
その他Black bass

Blade : Silver Blade : Gold Blade : Silver Blade : SilverBlade : Gold Blade : Gold Blade : GoldBlade : Gold

[Blade sample]

▼Silver ▼Gold

Cyarl Blade was originally designed as a trout fishing lure, but it's snag-less function and size is effective for bass fishing also.

The body size, hook and blade movement matched with the belly double hook and larger stronger rear single make this suitable for larger trout and of course 

bass and has been completely tested on both species. This new model Cyarl has a floating and sinking versions that swims, and acts just like a frog, sitting 

perfectly life like on the pause to tempt fussy fish. The placement of the hooks and the balance of the Cyarl when retrieved make it a very snag proof lure and 

allow great hook up rates and enable the angler to fish among structure, while the blades vibrate to entice the strike. The Cyarl Blade has been design with 

imaginative innovation, and has maintained practical function.

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

A life like bait with overwhelming casting distance!!
The most important thing in recent bass fishing is the presence of bait fish. Throughout the season, regardless of the location, there has been a big difference in 

fishing results when targeting fish preying on baitfish. The first advantage is casting distance, by adopting a center-of-gravity movement system that has not 

before existed in this type of surface layer lure, it is possible to give anyone an ''overwhelming flight distance'' regardless of whether from a boat, the shore, and 

whether an advanced or novice angler, the distance is possible. It is perfect for dead sticking, unblurred I-shaped drawing, and a finesse twitching action that 

does not jump off the surface. In addition, ATHLETE 70LT OKUNOTE, has amazing casting pin point accuracy allowing the angler to make direct casts to a target 

quickly, and never miss!

Professional angler Makoto Igarashi designed this small rubber jig with his extensive knowledge. 

Its concept is to push water and allow fish to find the jig through the movement quickly. 

Makoto Igarashi has used this lure at clear water, artificial lakes and hazing water, which means its versatile and effective. 

The Jigs strong points are the number and width of silicon rubber and an angle of 90°eye and the thick rubber skirt enables it to grab water well and allows 

anglers to feel resistance as it moves. The skirt is sparser than normal, which gives fast falling and an easier search. 90°angled eye enables to keep the body 

horizontal while falling and while swimming down. This small rubber jig is versatile and can be used in many situations.

5g

7g

Hook : #4 / ¥6301/32oz 3/64oz 1/16oz

CPK

AYU SBK CH CTD CWT OKW BSKGP

GBO KBS KGL OGO

PCH SMO WAK

LMC

Hook : #2/0 Hook : #4/0

Hook : #3/0

1/4oz 1/2oz

3/8oz ■ Type : Blade jig / ¥1,150

BBL

ICⅠ ICⅡ

CTD EPK

NGY

GP

SBK

GPR HAS

The design objective for this lure was to have tight action and allow anglers to feel the pulsing vibration and sonics of the lure right through 

the rod and to the hands, and so we have the Iga Jig Chatter. A larger flat bladed head is used to create a stronger resistance and move more water and entice 

predatory species and allow the angler to feel this movement also, the larger bladed head also allows the lure to hold its position in the water column and not rise 

on retrieve. The combination of the flat blade on the head and the small willow blade on the belly enable anglers to feel the lure movement, along with the 

combination of both blades actions gives the lure a unique action and also flash to entice the strike. The head colours and matching skirt configurations finish the 

Iga Jig Chatter well. The Iga Jig Chatter gives the angler a unique action, feel and a range of fishing situation options.

Mastering the art of middle depth fishing will open a new door to bass fishing! Professional angler Makoto Igarashi 

supervised this Igajig Spin as a secret weapon to become a middle depth master. When bass and other species are not eating from the bottom nor in shallow, 

anglers can aim at middle depth not knowing where and whether the lure is moving right, but this is where Igajig Spin comes in. We researched throughly the 

balance of weight and blade that so the anglers can feel every piece of the lure's movement. Being able to know what your lure is doing and where its placed in 

the water column will result in more catches.  The action can be felt in any depth and retrieve speed through the rod tip into the rod grip. This lure is absolutely a 

saviour for middle depth style of fishing, but it has great sensitivity and its abilities have expanded so it can be useful not only in the middle depths but in shallow 

water situations also. A new world and possibilities are waiting for you!

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

Size : 29mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #16 / Quantity : 2 / ¥1,200

Size : 31mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #16 / Quantity : 2 / ¥1,200

●UVcolor ●Glow color
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Size : 4.1” / Quantity : 5 Size : 6.5” / Quantity : 3Size : 4.7” / Quantity : 5Back Slide Kraken jr. Back Slide Kraken 

■Oll size ¥800

Monster Kraken

GP JBM BBL

BRD WSP KS BTS GPP

LCH LWA TNB TNG

GPC

GPO
F

B

F

B

Size : 3.2in For BF cover jig,Egg ball jig / Quantity : 7 / ¥800

Size : 2.75in  For Egu jig,Egu jig hyper,BF cover jig / Quantity : 8 / ¥7702.75in

3.2in

KS

BBF WMB

BSE

NE SP

GPO
F

B
GPC

F

B

AMZ
F

BBTS
F

B

Size : 164mm / Weight : 50g / Type : Slow sinking / Hook : #1 / ¥2,200

BG BK FRO GCP PER PIK RED SAY SSS TIG

ECⅠ ECⅡ

ECⅠ ECⅡ

Big fish require big baits, and big fish can be fussy and smart, hence why they have grown to be large predators, 

so a larger bait has to perfect in every way…introducing the Jackson Primal! We have designed this bait with

advice and collaboration from a global team of big fish experts, and ensured that all the crucial features of a beautiful large hard bait are included. It’s been 

intensely tested from its action through to its fish catching ability, and of course with big baits it’s durability.  It’s segmented 164mm body has three stages 

which give the lure it’s life like action, and importantly at various retrieve speeds, and it’s weight balance has it falling very naturally and at 50 grams it’s 

suitable to fish any level of the water column and can be cast long distances. It’s hardware and durability are up to the task of the biggest fish and finished off 

with a life like body shape, soft rubber fins and a colour range that has an amazing attention to detail to tempt any large predator.

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

The worm in hog category to harmonize with Egu jig series. It goes well with wide range of rigs  when you set together 

and it works well by itself as well.

Cast ability from its high specific gravity material and back sliding ability is harmonized. Stress free worm. 

Back Slide Kraken jr. Back Slide Kraken 

Back Slide Kraken jr. Back Slide Kraken 

Monster Kraken

Size : 56mm /  Weight : 5g / Type : Floating / Range : 1m / Hook :  #8 

Size : 56mm / Weight : 5g / Type : Floating / Range : 1.4m / Hook :  #8

Size : 60mm / Weight : 6.8g / Type : Floating / Range : 1.4m / Hook :  #7

Size : 56mm / Weight : 5.2g / Type : Floating / Range : 2.1m / Hook :  #8

FLOW ZERO

FLOW Ⅰ

FLOW Ⅱ

FLOWⅠ -CRANKIN’ SPEC- ■Oll type  ¥1,650

BLC BLS GDS HBG HBS HNP NGB

CCH NAY CLF SBB

NWA RWA WDS

GP ECⅠ ECⅡ BBF GPC RMB NE

IMG YGO DPM MMZ SP

1.75in

2in Size : 2in / Type : Sinking / Quantity : 5 / ¥730

Size : 1.75in / Type : Sinking / Quantity : 5 / ¥700

F

B

F

B

Size : 1.25in / Type : Floating / Quantity : 5 / ¥700

GP ECⅠ ECⅡ GPC IMG IMW SZB

BS KMK CBF CGT DPM

F

B

F

B

FLOW ZERO
FLOW Ⅰ

1.75in Only

Next generation shad developed as floating type not suspend which is standard lure to aim exactly where you need to cast.

Common colors

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

Musiiiin has been designed to catch selective bass on the surface of the water. The body has been modeled after a real life-sized cicada.

Musiiiin’s bite-sized body is fat and hollow, which enhances its casting and floating abilities.

The insect soft bait is recognized these days for catching bass. The mainstream has variety of imitation insects that float on the surface of the water.

This type of soft bait originated as a secret method among bass professional.

1.75in Only1.75in Only

●UVcolor ●Glow color
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1/4oz 3/8oz 1/2oz

3/4oz5/8oz ¥630

BSP SS BS GS

MDC SX RHS RIP

AY GP

BB

1/32oz 3/64oz 1/16oz

3/32oz5/64oz

BSE SPB NGP KS NE SE SS ECⅠ

ECⅡ JBM SST TSP WSP BS GPO GPC

GPB AZ SP DG

3/8oz

3/16oz 1/4oz

1/2oz ¥650Another EditionAnother Edition

WKS BSP GSN MDI SXS

BLG HAS MTB

WDC

GPF RIP

Monster bass is fundamentally staying under top layer of weed. To get these monsters Verage swimmer is made. 

Penetrating into weed without stuck.

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

To  smoke out bass, head shape pushes water a lot.  Action  can be various with which trailer you choose from roll 

action to shake. That  makes you possible to catch high quality active bass. Worm keeper has been attached to  let 

trailers avoid being worn out.

EGU JIG is a final weapon under tough status with high pressure. Our pro staff, One the finest angler of small rubber, 

finally developed this lure through many tryout as an ideal shape and appearance.

Open price

KS BSE

1/16oz 5/64oz 3/32oz

5/32oz1/8oz

NGP

ECⅡ SEECⅠ SST WSP

2.3g 2.7g 3.5g 4.5g 5.5g 7g

ECⅠ ECⅡKS SE SST

WSP MT GPO GPC

AZ SPDG

BBF

2.3g 2.7g 3.5g 4.5g

KS ECⅠ ECⅡ GPO GPC BBFSE WSP

AZGPCGPO DGSP

¥630

¥630

¥650

¥660

Enhanced heavy duty model of EGU JIG. It has thicker hook and altered hook size #4 to #2 to make it to bait finesse. 

And hyper rubber creates lively sensitive action and water movement and it puts emphasis on appearance.

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

BF Cover jig is specialized in dense cover which you can not get over with normal small rubber. 

By Adding thinner rubber to BF cover jig to achieve higher sensitivity. 

Less water resistance makes it possible to fall quickly and less stack at covers. 

●UVcolor ●Glow color
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NNZ KMZ MMZ HGR ABZ

EZZ

TTB

HRZ SMN ASH

Size : 42mm / Weight : 4.5g / Type : Floating / Hook : #10 / ¥1,400h

CPK

FGC CSB NBG RTG

CGC CGB LVG BKG PCH BLC SXP

WAK GWK

Hook : F#8 R#10 / ¥7505g

Hook : F#8 R#8 / ¥7807g

Hook : F#6 R#8 / ¥8109g

Hook : F#6 R#6 / ¥84011g

Hook : F#4 R#6 / ¥87014g

Reversible Reversible

Normal 1/64oz 5 Pcs Normal 1/32oz
Strong  1/32oz 4 Pcs

5 Pcs Normal 3/64oz
4 Pcs

4 Pcs

Strong  3/64oz
Normal 1/16oz
Strong  1/16oz 4 Pcs

4 Pcs Normal 5/64oz
Strong  5/64oz 4 Pcs

4 Pcs

Strong  3/32oz 4 Pcs

■Oll size ¥620

Turn switch on of bass with quick response and amazing balance. It responds to slight action of tip and super slow retrieve 

but it stays stable when you retrieve super quick. Creating high pitch and strong vibration at all retrieving speed.

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

etc
その他Black bass

Wacky head is tuned jig head from EGU JIG to adjust to be wacky rig style. EGU JIG has high reputation of hook balance with avoid cover ability and hooking, 

Hook strength. 

The super real appearance with a lot of soft material that creates many bites. Even you think this is alive.

Back Slide Kraken jr.
4.1in

Back Slide Kraken
4.7in

EGU JIG HOG
2.75in

3.2in

FLOW ZERO
56mm

FLOW Ⅰ
56mm

FLOW Ⅱ
56mm

FLOW Ⅰ -CRANKIN’SPEC-
60mm

MUSHiiiiN
1.25in

YAGooooN
1.75in

Oni YAGooooN
2in

Namazemi
42mm

29mm

31mm

Iga jig spin

Prism
120mm

Primal
164mm

Athlete 70LT OKUNOTE
70mm

Cyarl Blade
Floating/Sinking   48mm

BASS LURE ACTUAL SIZE

●UVcolor ●Glow color



▶

TUSC-862M

▶

TUSS-822ML

▶

TUSS-722ML

TUSS-882ML ▶

Metallic parts give classical design

MODEL

TUSS-722ML

TUSS-822ML

TUSS-882ML

TUSC-862M

Price

¥28,500

¥29,000

¥29,500

¥30,000

Length
(cm /  ft)

219cm
7ft2in

249cm
8ft2in

264.5cm
8ft8in

259cm
8ft6in

Power

Medium
Light

Medium
Light

Medium
Light

Medium

Lure
Weight

5-18g

5-20g

7-28g

7-32g

Line

5-12lb

5-12lb

6-14lb

7-14lb

Action

Fast

Fast

Fast

Regular
Fast

Tip
Diameter

1.25mm

1.7mm

1.8mm

2.1mm

Piece

2

2

2

2

Collapsed
Size

103cm

128.5cm

135cm

133.5cm

Other
Materials

Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Self
Weight

125g

151g

167g

149g

Carbon
Fiber

100%

99%

99%

99%

It has an optimum tip for manipulating about 
15g of minnow and butt power as not to be 
defeated by monster class torque. From 
heavy weight minnow to light wood minnow, 
it is possible to cast without any stress.

TUSS-822ML

The taper of this model is designed to give 
power from the butt to the rod belly while 
maintaining a light tip action for lure control 
in faster flowing rivers. 

TUSS-722ML

A trout angler's bait rod that values encounters 
with fish. From the butt to berry, it has a delicate 
yet unique and powerful and tip. I made it into 
a taper that is difficult to backlash, but easy to 
cast.

TUSC-862M

The best rod in 8.8ft. to cast spoon, vibration, 
and minnow. Casting the lure to the heart of a 
stream or a large river with a power that can 
lead to land fish without giving the initiative 
to them during swift flow is remarkable.

TUSS-882ML

Specification

TUST-504UL ▶

TUSP-454UL ▶

TUST-454UL ▶

Special semi hard case comes with
TUST-454UL, TUST-504UL, TUSP-454UL.

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

TUSS-532UL ▶

▶

 TUSS-451ULL-AS

TUSS-501ULL-AS

TUSS-452UL

TUSC-432L

TUSS-492L

Place rods at 35 degrees with 
150g weight statically and vertically.

Metallic parts give classical design

Fuji's K guide was installed with SiC-S ring

ALL CARBON SOLIDALL CARBON SOLID

TUSS-452UL

TUSS-451ULL-AS

TUSS-492L

TUSS-501ULL-AS

TUSS-532UL

TUSC-432L

MODEL

¥26,000

¥29,500

¥26,500

¥30,000

¥27,000

¥26,500

Price

135cm
4ft5in

135cm
4ft5in

145cm
4ft9in

153cm
5ft

160cm
5ft3in

130cm
4ft3in

Length
 (cm /  ft)

Ultra Light

UL Tip Light

Light

UL Tip Light

Ultra Light

Light

Power

1-5g

1-8g

2-7g

1-8g

1-5g

2.5-6g

Lure
Weight

2-4lb

2-6lb

2.5-6lb

2-6lb

2-4lb

2-7lb

Line

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Action

70g

80g

76g

89g

78g

63g

Self
Weight

1.15mm

0.9mm

1.2mm

0.9mm

1.15mm

1.2mm

Tip
Diameter

2

1

2

1

2

2

Piece

70.5cm

135cm

75.5cm

153cm

83cm

68cm

Collapsed
Size

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Carbon
Fiber

ALL CARBON SOLID

This model is perfect for not only casting lighter lures like floating 
minnows and spoons in wide streams, and with its length gives good 
casting distance and lure control. 

TUSS-532UL

A short length bait casting model that allows you to fish more technical 
styles in river fishing and will be suitable for any place you want to go.

TUSC-432L

This is the versatile model, and can cast and retrieve a wide range 
of lures from spoons through to heavier weighted minnows.

TUSS-492L

A perfect rod for narrow streams where the angler requires ultimate control, 
and is suited well to any micro sized lures, and is comfortable to use.

TUSS-452UL

This rod enables the angler to have complete control over the lure 
in small river situations, using the solid construction with great 
elasticity.

TUSS-451ULL-AS

With an all solid blank this rod is designed for use in vairous bigger 
water situations such has head waters and wider more open water.

TUSS-501ULL-AS

Specification

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

ALL CARBON SOLIDALL CARBON SOLID

TUSS-452UL

TUSS-451ULL-AS

TUSS-492L

TUSS-501ULL-AS

TUSS-532UL

TUSC-432L

MODEL

¥26,000

¥29,500

¥26,500

¥30,000

¥27,000

¥26,500

Price

135cm
4ft5in

135cm
4ft5in

145cm
4ft9in

153cm
5ft

160cm
5ft3in

130cm
4ft3in

Length
 (cm /  ft)

Ultra Light

UL Tip Light

Light

UL Tip Light

Ultra Light

Light

Power

1-5g

1-8g

2-7g

1-8g

1-5g

2.5-6g

Lure
Weight

2-4lb

2-6lb

2.5-6lb

2-6lb

2-4lb

2-7lb

Line

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Fast

Action

70g

80g

76g

89g

78g

63g

Self
Weight

1.15mm

0.9mm

1.2mm

0.9mm

1.15mm

1.2mm

Tip
Diameter

2

1

2

1

2

2

Piece

70.5cm

135cm

75.5cm

153cm

83cm

68cm

Collapsed
Size

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Carbon
Fiber

ALL CARBON SOLID

This model is perfect for not only casting lighter lures like floating 
minnows and spoons in wide streams, and with its length gives good 
casting distance and lure control. 

TUSS-532UL

A short length bait casting model that allows you to fish more technical 
styles in river fishing and will be suitable for any place you want to go.

TUSC-432L

This is the versatile model, and can cast and retrieve a wide range 
of lures from spoons through to heavier weighted minnows.

TUSS-492L

A perfect rod for narrow streams where the angler requires ultimate control, 
and is suited well to any micro sized lures, and is comfortable to use.

TUSS-452UL

This rod enables the angler to have complete control over the lure 
in small river situations, using the solid construction with great 
elasticity.

TUSS-451ULL-AS

With an all solid blank this rod is designed for use in vairous bigger 
water situations such has head waters and wider more open water.

TUSS-501ULL-AS

Specification

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

*The image is reference only. 

The repulsive force of rods are 

not expressed, actual feeling at a 

fight with fish may be different.

Metallic parts give classical design

MODEL

TUSS-722ML

TUSS-822ML

TUSS-882ML

TUSC-862M

Price

¥28,500

¥29,000

¥29,500

¥30,000

Length
(cm /  ft)

219cm
7ft2in

249cm
8ft2in

264.5cm
8ft8in

259cm
8ft6in

Power

Medium
Light

Medium
Light

Medium
Light

Medium

Lure
Weight

5-18g

5-20g

7-28g

7-32g

Line

5-12lb

5-12lb

6-14lb

7-14lb

Action

Fast

Fast

Fast

Regular
Fast

Tip
Diameter

1.25mm

1.7mm

1.8mm

2.1mm

Piece

2

2

2

2

Collapsed
Size

103cm

128.5cm

135cm

133.5cm

Other
Materials

Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber1%
Epoxy resin

Self
Weight

125g

151g

167g

149g

Carbon
Fiber

100%

99%

99%

99%

It has an optimum tip for manipulating about 
15g of minnow and butt power as not to be 
defeated by monster class torque. From 
heavy weight minnow to light wood minnow, 
it is possible to cast without any stress.

TUSS-822ML

The taper of this model is designed to give 
power from the butt to the rod belly while 
maintaining a light tip action for lure control 
in faster flowing rivers. 

TUSS-722ML

A trout angler's bait rod that values encounters 
with fish. From the butt to berry, it has a delicate 
yet unique and powerful and tip. I made it into 
a taper that is difficult to backlash, but easy to 
cast.

TUSC-862M

The best rod in 8.8ft. to cast spoon, vibration, 
and minnow. Casting the lure to the heart of a 
stream or a large river with a power that can 
lead to land fish without giving the initiative 
to them during swift flow is remarkable.

TUSS-882ML

Specification

TUST-454UL

TUST-504UL

TUSP-454UL

¥27,000

¥28,000

¥26,500

Price

135cm
4ft5in

152cm
5ft

135cm
4ft5in

Length
(cm /  ft)

Ultra
Light

Ultra
Light

Ultra
Light

Power

1-5g

1-5g

1-5g

Lure
Weight

2-4lb

2-4lb

2-4lb

Line

Regular
Fast

Regular
Fast

Fast

Action

80g

84g

75g

Self
Weight

1.15mm

1.15mm

1.15mm

Tip
Diameter

4

4

4

Piece

51.5cm

38cm

45.5cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber8%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber8%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber10%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

92%

92%

90%

Carbon
Fiber

MODEL

Telescopic model with a shorter length, perfect for travelling 
and hiking to your favourite fishing place.

TUST-454UL

Its versatile length of "5ft4in" enable it to be used almost 
anywhere, from headwater to middle river styles, you can go 
fishing by train,bike and bus,  anytime anywhere!

TUST-504UL

Enjoy fishing if your hiking, camping or climbing, its fast set up 
time and design specification have made sure the action of the rod 
is superb, and its curve is amazing for a telescopic rod.

TUSP-454UL

Specification

TUST-454UL

TUST-504UL

TUSP-454UL

¥27,000

¥28,000

¥26,500

Price

135cm
4ft5in

152cm
5ft

135cm
4ft5in

Length
(cm /  ft)

Ultra
Light

Ultra
Light

Ultra
Light

Power

1-5g

1-5g

1-5g

Lure
Weight

2-4lb

2-4lb

2-4lb

Line

Regular
Fast

Regular
Fast

Fast

Action

80g

84g

75g

Self
Weight

1.15mm

1.15mm

1.15mm

Tip
Diameter

4

4

4

Piece

51.5cm

38cm

45.5cm

Collapsed
Size

Glassfiber8%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber8%
Epoxy resin

Glassfiber10%
Epoxy resin

Other
Materials

92%

92%

90%

Carbon
Fiber

MODEL

Telescopic model with a shorter length, perfect for travelling 
and hiking to your favourite fishing place.

TUST-454UL

Its versatile length of "5ft4in" enable it to be used almost 
anywhere, from headwater to middle river styles, you can go 
fishing by train,bike and bus,  anytime anywhere!

TUST-504UL

Enjoy fishing if your hiking, camping or climbing, its fast set up 
time and design specification have made sure the action of the rod 
is superb, and its curve is amazing for a telescopic rod.

TUSP-454UL

SpecificationWith an accumulation of techniques in the process of developing "Kawasemi Rhapsody" we have accomplished the 

ultimate comfort rod which has not only a super smooth feeling from cast to retrieve but also ultra sensitivity. A 

focus was placed on the tip construction to keep sensitive to every bite, to allow this to happen we used low 

elasticity materials in the tip to enable the angler to sense every touch that occurs. Its fitted with "Sic-s" which 

are the light weight model guides of the previous "Sic". The blank has been cross wrapped oblique to prevent any 

kinds of twisting and gives the rod a smooth feeling in transition from cast to fighting a fish.
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45mm

70mm

80mm

NEW
SIZE

2021
NEW

In trout fishing the slow roll retrieve across the bottom is very popular, but bottom fishing can result in getting caught on bottom structure. 

The Zurubiki Goby has a tungsten ball which is the centre of gravity and is placed outside the body and away from the tow point, it also 

creates distance between the lure and the bottom when slow retrieving along bottom structures making it much more snag resistant.

It has been specifically designed and fitted with barbless hardware to allow anglers to fish more managed catch and release areas that 

are becoming more popular, and has been very successful in winter fishing in rocky mountain catch and release areas with rainbow 

trout especially those fish preying on bugs and crustaceans.

2021
NEW

Flat sided standard minnow
Weight balance in the belly of the Meteora has been designed 

to prov ide s tab i l i t y in the s t rongest currents .  But the 

action and twitching retrieves are easy to control and with 

success. The Meteora uses a tungsten wei ght to mi nimize 

the body bulk but keep the weight and balance in fresh 

water streams.

Type

Sinking

Color

8Color

Weight

4.5g

Size

45mm

Price

¥1,200

Hook

#6

Type

Sinking

Color

8Color

Weight

2.5g

Size

55mm

Price

¥1,250

Hook

#6

The body shape and height of the Meteora along with its weight balanced design makes if 

perfect for use in faster flowing waters as it remains stable, even in faster flowing waters. 

Its flat sides add flash and with the weight and placement of the tungsten weight the 

Meteora can be used with a variety of slow rolling and or jerking retrieves in slow and 

fast water flow.Its fluttering horizontal posture on the pause and fall is also a major 

reason this lure has been so successful in testing and has been fished with great results 

in so many situations.

45  . 52 . 63

NEW
SIZE 70 . 80

Type

Sinking

Color

8Color

Weight

3.5g

5g

7.5g

Size

45mm

52mm

63mm

Price

¥1,200

¥1,250

¥1,500

Hook

#14

#12

#10

Barbless single hook that can be 
used at any fishing spot

6mm large
tungsten weight

Rear hook system for
pecking bites from above

LGG LRG

LSB LYM SBP SPYSLY

LBG LBS LCL

BKG CGP LYMK NAY

AKY CYW LYMK NAⅡ

NEW

NEW

Type

Sinking
10Color

Color

8Color

15.5g

Weight

10g

80mm

Size

70mm

¥1,800

Price

¥1,650

#6

Hook

#8

UCGSGGKKM

GSAGAL

WGP

BKGASⅡ

A n a l l -handmade lu re  

brand launched by fishing 

writer Hiroyuki Muraoka.

“Oryno” means mine in 

Tohoku's own words.

Oryno was named with 

hope to be a lure of your 

only own.

RYⅡRN SKY WAK

RYⅢPYW SKY TSD

GDA LYMK NAⅡ RN RYⅢ SBP SKY TSD

AGO ASB CCA

CSH KYA OSD RWⅡ

ASⅡ

Shinjiro Kinoshita
TROUT Field Staff

NEW

NEW

The Honoka hard bait falls naturally and horizontally and with 

the slightest of rod actions, the Honoka comes alive with a wide 

sliding action. This sudden action from still bait to an erratic 

action will tempt trout from a distance and even initiate a reaction 

bite from them. By switching between a static fall to a dynamic 

action the angler can capture even the most difficult fish.

●UVcolor ●Glow color

A unique center of gravity system that
makes it easier to overcome obstacles
by making a difference in height between
the center of gravity and the line eye

52mm /63mm
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2021
NEW

The s l im body shape is  not affected in windy and 

adverse  weather  cond i t ions  and  s t i l l  a l l ows  for  

maximum casting distance and remains stable in flight. 

The flat sides of the jog and body shape give the lure 

in moving water and give the lure flash and unique 

action, that’s often missing in slim jigs.

Color

6Color

Hook

No Hook

Weight

30g

40g

Size

90mm

100mm

Price

Both sizes ¥850

CGY CKI

GPP

CIW

CRG SKC

●UVcolor ●Glow color

Jerkman
Salt Water Pro Staff

Hook : #8(single) / ¥650

Hook : #8(single) / ¥700

Size : 55mm / Weight : 3g / Type : Floating / Hook : #12 / ¥1,300Floating

AY IMM KY RYⅡ WPY

Size : 55mm / Weight : 3.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,300Normal Type

HW Type

SO BG PK KY BO RW RA

RN AL IW WRD OY SMY RYⅡ

YAⅡ GOS GCY PCA STB

Size : 35mm / Weight : 3.5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6(single) / ¥1,300

AKG ALG AMG KRG MKG MMG SNG TCG

1.5g

3g

1.5g

3g

BC BO BP G GR MB MW YS

Size : 55mm / Weight : 6g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,500

Front cup blade that generates a strong sonic motion
This buggy spinner is more effective in adverse conditions. When casting with the front cup blade, cast ability is improved by drastically reducing the air 

resistance, and at the same time, the blade rotates during the fall and appeals to the fish immediately after landing. In addition, it stimulates the motivation of 

nervous trout by the large rotating wave that can not be imagined from the compact silhouette of the tungsten bead specification. Boasting excellent response 

even in upstream fishing, moderate drag resistance will help maintain motivation even in situations where the lure is not visible. Of course, the double clench 

has also been devised to reduce thread twisting.

In areas of heavy cover and weedy areas lures are required to have snag-less function, 

the Cｙarl Blade has legs at each side of a single hook, Its legs help the lure leapfrog the structure. The blades act as an attractant and with a well placed 

hook the hook up convertion rate is increased. This Cyarl blade is totally innovative lure and considered by many anglers to have"high snag-less function" and 

"high hooking function"!

Cast ability, water resistance and action sharpness, a standard model with well-balanced elements required by anglers.

Two weights have been placed at its center that have been designed to make it easy to grip water on the lip while keeping a natural sinking posture by 

making the front side slightly heavier.

In order to catch more fish, Jackson’s legendary lure Athlete series has been tuned to be the one for trout.

This lure can be controlled by all anglers with ease, and at the same time, you can feel it reacts tactfully to your will and techniques.
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Size : 55mm / Weight : 3.2g / Type : Suspend / Hook : #12 / ¥1,300

AGO AHI ASⅡ CCA RYⅡ WGP

Size : 90mm / Weight : 33g / Type : Super Sinking / Hook : No hook / ¥1,500

BSK CGY CKI CON

PPGCRG NIWGSK

Size : 55mm / Weight : 4g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,500

BKG CGP KY NAY RYⅡ SO WCY WRD

Size : 62mm / Weight : 4.4g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,300

ASⅡ CCA RYⅡ WGP AGA MYA WLC OSD

ASB

Masu salmon

Athlete 55S was developed as a small sinking minnow for light salt, which is well know among many anglers.

Based on its success the Athlete 5.5S FH has been designed and made into a suspending minnow. A suspending lure is perfect for fussy fish and fish that 

need a more finesse approach and the Athlete 5.5S FH allows the angler to entice those fish that are normally difficult to catch. Now with the new model 

anglers can now approach fish in stonger currents and also fussy fish living in stronger water with this new model.

The Athlete 9JM is a heavy weighted lipless minnow, the lures shape and formation give it great stability in the air and extra casting distance. Despite the 

heavy weight the design and shape of the 9JM has been carefully crafted to ensure the lure has the correct action using multiple retrieves, from the slow to 

high speed retrieves. The ability of the Athlete 9JM to achieve various actions is due to the placement of the tow point and its positioning above the centre of 

gravity, allowing the angler to impart actions simply by varying retrieve speed. The Athlete 9JM is an extremely versatile lure, a crossover of minnow and 

metal jig styles. We happily offer the product at cheaper price only with split ring and no hooks to let each angler use preferred hooks. It is useful not only for 

Salvelinus laucomaenis and Cherry salmon in Hokkaido but also for flounder or blueback.

The FR55 has a very stable swimming action when it is retrieved quickly using it's low center of gravity, 

this stability allows it to be used in fast flowing streams and rivers. Its action is a side to side roll and when paused, or on the fall it's holds a natural horizontal 

position, making it suitable for life like presentations in fast and still waters.

These days most minnows employ a low center of gravity to create stability. 

However the Shizuku 62V was designed for speed, as speed is a k ey to entice the strike. The Shizuku has a strong darting action when twitched and at sp 

eed can move through obstructions creating noise and vibration tempting fish to strike. Its weight balance is crucial to its swimmin g action and has been 

designed to specific specifications to obta in the required action, while being conscious to keep its tight actio n using its coffin shaped lip. Its body is 

constructed with flat surfaces, which creates variou s angles to reflect light and flash when retrieved and with its s lim baitfish profile body it attracts a wide 

variety of fish species.
Size : 45mm / Weight : 6g / Type : Sinking / Hook : F#14 R#10(single) / ¥770

CTA SMY LNM CWY MYA MPY CAY PKY MKY MBY

LYA CGR UAY CGC LSM

SBY LBO UPK

3g

5g

Size : 27mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥680

Size : 32mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥700

Weight : 3g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥1,20040mm

45mm

50mm

60mm

Weight : 3.4g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥1,250

Weight : 5g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,300

Weight : 8g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,400

HAY LYM CGR WPY WCY LAY BKG

AUG CCA SKY GCY PCA STB
No standard of 45g!

UPKKKM PUP CHR

Size : 35mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10(single) / ¥800

1g

3g

7g

14g

3g

Size : 21mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12(single) / ¥650

Size : 46mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #6(single)  /  ¥850

Size : 57mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #2(single) / ¥900ダニエル

UAYLYA MKYCGR

3g

7g

14g

GSO LCD LSM WWK

7g

14g

GLB KRO RGG SLBCHP CPE

1g

3g

No standard of 45g! No standard of 45g!

Head is made of solid lead, Body is solid resin, This is remarkable structure. 

And Genuine sharp 3D actioncan be generated The“ Kanade” allows the angler to fish slower sections of water column where the fish like to sit, reaching 

these slower pockets in faster stream s is now easier with the“ Kanade” “Kanade” has the ability to fall easily into pockets of water and the s emi long bib 

helps the angler hold that position. Its sensitive action through the rod tip is responsive and gives the Kanade a flashing and rolling action ma inly due to its 

trapezoid style body and has the ability to attract fish on the fall and the retrieve. The 45mm is a slow sinking type focusing on the responsiveness and 

accuracy while 40mm・50mm・60mm are heavy versions for faster water and deeper stream sections.

Daniel is well known for super long castability and the ability to deal with wide range of  retrieve speeds, this time The Daniel has a new size in 7 grams and 

14 grams for lake and or wide stream fishing. Additionally, Daniel's advantages are not only the castalibity but also its swimming action that wobble and roll, 

that is so unique to Daniel. On top of this....Daniel's rear weighted shape is good for high speed falling in deeper water fishing situations. There are a number of 

Daniel fans in Japan, who have been asking and waiting for this size of Daniel !

Line entanglement is biggest spinner weakness by body and shaft rotation. 

To compensate the weakness Eddy has lowered rotation of body even ability of appeal is enhanced.

The vibration developed for fish in Mountain torrent, the Middle reach, Lake and wide area. There are three line eye 

holes which make you able to choose to fit to each situation. 

●UVcolor ●Glow color
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■Oll type ¥1,200

CRG PKG BLK YOR SBP RDD PKD SIW

UGI UFR BLU PKZ WGL

Size : 39mm

Size : 41mm

Size : 77mm

Size : 81mm

45g Round

50g Round

45g Slim

Round

Slim

Round

Slim

ZPW ZBW CKI

50g Slim

Size : 43mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #14 / ¥1,050Native 3g

Native 5g Size : 50mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #12 / ¥1,050

LGR LYM LKY LCY LAY

LBG LBS LCL LGG LRG

LSB SLY SPYLYM SBP

The body is molded with the same lead as the metal jig. Although it is compact, both its casting distance and the simplicity of throwing are sufficient due to low 

air resistance. In order to ensure that the water flow received by slow retrieve always flows in all directions, it creates enough force to move even under high 

load conditions with a octopus bait and a bait. By equipping a resin mirror and Mylar sheet, a strong flushing performance is achieved. Furthermore, it has a 

higher specific gravity than a normal spoon. The torque that is going to move is high and you will not have to wait for the bait to fall. "Guaranteeing the best 

appeal from the first cast" is the concept of this spoon.

Size : 90mm / Weight : 11g / Type : Floating / Hook : #6 / Range : 0～2m / ¥1,800

80% of the body is aisle for moving weight, which creates a long casting distance. When starting to retrieve the balance weight fixed at a unique position and 

the weight is to be fixed to the magnet at the front, it creates early swimming action and it grasps water even in a swift stream.

Head is made of solid lead, Body is solid resin, This is remarkable structure. And Genuine sharp 3D actioncan be generated when you let it sink to bottom and 

give it large continuous jerk. Trout reacts as if they are gone crazy which you cannot make them crazy with other lures.

2g

3g

GLP RLB LPL LOL GLO SLV KGC C&P

Reversible

Size : 25mm / Hook : #10(single) / ¥650

Size : 25mm / Hook : #10(single) / ¥650
Light Heavy

Size : 37mm / Weight : 2.8g / Type : Floating / Hook : #6(single) / ¥1,000

ALB BRP CLR CSD KUC OLP RPK SKD

Size : 43mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : Front#8(single) Rear#8(single) / ¥1,050

STR CTB RPE

CBR PKG COL

CUS CRG KCH KRS OLV

SVL SVP BPM GPM RPM

Area 3g

3.8g Size : 55mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8(single) / ¥1,200

5.3g

3.8g

5.3g

Size : 55mm / Type : Sinking / Hook : #8(single) / ¥1,200

BRO

GAL

GAL GOL GSA RPE RPK YIK YSN

GLO GLP LOL LPL PNK RCP RLB

Head is made of solid lead, Body is solid resin, This is remarkable structure. And Genuine sharp 3D actioncan be generated when you let it sink to bottom and 

give it large continuous jerk. Trout reacts as if they are gone crazy which you cannot make them crazy with other lures.

A slightly fat, small minnow. It is heavier than it looks, but it can easily be casted by beginners. 

For emphasis on response, a fixed weight has been adopted. With a dead slow, it firmly grabs water and swims well. Furthermore, it is excellent in high-speed 

stability and it can be used for fishing methods that induce reaction bites by fast retrieve. The action is a high pitch wobble roll. You can make a compact 

silhouette and let fish imagine insects struggling on the surface of the water. If you add a twitch, it floats while kicking back slightly after submerging, so you 

can explore slowly using a small retrieve distance. A lure that can catch fish slowly and quickly, 

Retrieving at the bottom style with dart action by short jerk, It performs wide range of situation. 

The posture that the tail is floated by buoyancy of body hooks many bites.

Age Sage is a resin based lure that creates a different sonic fr om the traditional metal vibration lure. 

There are two weights, 2gm and a 3gm model. This gives the angler the ability to fish various water depths e ffectively. There are two tow points to enable the 

angl er to fish different actions with the rear eye for vibration, and front eye controls movement for a more lifelike appeal. A great feature of the resin body is 

the abili ty to have translucent colors which incorporates both soft and strong appearances.

●UVcolor ●Glow color
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Size : 35mm / Weight : 2.7g / Type : Sinking / Hook : #10(single) / ¥1,050

BRO LIO MPK MCL CRE MOL MKA LCH

Size : 25mm / Weight : 1.9g / Type : Floating / Hook : #8(single) / ¥1,150

CLR MTB BRP OLP AMG TCGSKD

Size : 33mm / Weight : 3.2g / Type : Floating / Hook : #6(single) / ¥850

ALB BRP CLR MTB YIKOLP

CrankCrank

RPK SKD

The maximum depth is approx. 1.5 m.  In order to make it possible to dive abruptly, the clutch portion of the internal weight has been 

designed from the reinforcement section at the base part of the lip. It is secured with a long weight movement aisle that can not be seen 

elsewhere and while it is a micro size crank bait, it achieves both long casting distance and deep diving performance. The action has been set high pitch 

wobbling.

Designed to be a real worm. Without re-forming silhouette, It has all cast ability, Swimming skill, Falling attitude, 

These fundamental functions are satisfied.

Top water plug is being popular these days. Not only seeing exciting bite scene but also overwhelming fish result can be expected. 

Cyarl float works well on when trout aim on surface. Such as dawn and sunrise, feeding time, 

insects hatching are the right time for Cyarl float.

Trout tune  Normal / HW / Floating

55mm

KOMET
90mm

80mm
Pygmy Crank
33mm

LIGHT MAGIC
37mm

Daniel

Athlete 55S FH
55mm

Artist FR55
55mm

Athlete 9JM
90mm

3g/35mm

1g/21mm

7g/46mm

14g/57mm

Cyarl Float
25mm

Cyarl Blade
35mm

BOTTOM MAGIC 3.8g/5.3g
55mm

Shizuku
62mm

Cymo
45mm

Sakedanshaku Slim
77mm/45g

81mm/50g

Sakedanshaku
Round

41mm/50g

DART MAGIC
3g/43mm

5g/50mm Kurokawamushi
35mm

Agesage MAGIC
2g/25mm

Buggy Spinner
1.5g/31.5mm

Buggy Spinner
3g/31.5mm

3g/25mm

eddy
3g/27mm

5g/32mm

45mm

Kanade
40mm

50mm

60mm

70mm

63mm

52mm

METEORA
45mm

Honoka
55mm

Zurubiki Goby
45mm

Masudanshaku

30g / 90mm

40g / 100mm

TROUT LURE ACTUAL SIZE

39mm/45g

●UVcolor ●Glow color



0cm

40cm

80cm

120cm

160cm

200cm

240cm

over

Minato no James
85mm

Unyo Unyo

Nyoro Nyoro
85mm

105mm

125mm

Athlete
105SSP 

12SSP

14SSP

Surf glide

G-Control 40

Pin Tail 48

Pin Tail 35

Athlete 14SS

MUSCLE SHOT

Daniel Blade
30g / 40g

G-Control 28

Pin Tail Tune 27

Pin Tail 20

Daniel [salt]
14g /  20g /  30g / 40g

TEPPAN Vib
14g

TEPPAN Vib
20g

TEPPAN Vib
26g

TEPPAN Blade
20g

TEPPAN Blade
28g

TEPPAN Long
35g

TEPPAN Long
28g

TEPPAN Strong
33g

TEPPAN Strong
42g

Athlete 13MDS

JESTER MINNOW  S

Shallow
Swimmer

JESTER MINNOW  SF

Pin Tail Tune
40 貫通

Pin Tail EZ 28

Pin Tail
Sawara Tune

MUSCLE SHOT
MAGNUM Athlete 17SSV

Athlete 105SVG

Athlete 12SS

Athlete 17FSV

Athlete 105FVG

Pin Tail
Sagoshi Tune

20g

28g

74 75
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Rod Egg

Blue Purple Yellow

S size : ¥560 / Normal : ¥600

Mobile MultiBucketMobile MultiBucketMobile MultiBucket ¥1,400

¥800

WT / BL WT / BK

VS-3010NDM WH

Can be stored compactly

LURE CASE
Height
40mm

Length
205mm

Because the three partitions can 
be removed A large lure can also 
be stored

A great item when the joint of the rod is fixed and cannot be removed the elastomer material has high 

adhesiveness to the rod and there is no loss of power in transmission. In addition, it can be used as a rod 

belt by using a soft material, unlike general rod belts, the rods do not touch each other, so there is no 

issues with scratching. In addition, it is a convenient item that can be used for various purposes, such as 

placing a rod on a dike wall and reducing noise when mounted on a vehicle.

Strong tack elastomer material! With multiple uses!

Width
145mm

The mobile multi-bucket allows you to wash your hands for a little while at the fishing spot and keep your fish. The rope attached to the handle is 5meters, so you 

can draw water properly even at a slightly high fishing spot or embankment. The handle can also be stored compactly inside the bucket, making it easy to carry. 

It is a convenient item that can be used in any way, such as when you need to wash your hands after touching the fish or when you need a little water.
S

L

26.7cm~
33cm

33cm~
38.7cm

43.2cm~
45.7cm

46.4cm~
48.9cm

M

XL

LengthBicep

FrontBack

FrontBack

Material : Polyester 90%

Spandex  10%

size : S-M / X-XL

Material : Polyester 90%

Spandex  10%

size : S-M / X-XL

Material : Front / Polyester 90%, 

           Spandex 10%

Back / Microfiber leather

Material : Polyester 90%

Spandex  10%

size : S-M / X-XL

Material : Polyester 90%

Spandex  10%

size : S-M / X-XL

Material : Front / Polyester 90%, 

           Spandex 10%

Back / Microfiber leather

Not only can it be attached to the fishing vest, but can be hung on a bag or pants using a 

carabiner. In addition, by clear side double pocket specifications, you can still operate the 

smart phone through the pouch itself.

Inner dimensions : 
about 15mm x 95mm x 165mm

¥3,000Smartphone Pouch

¥1,200Lure Pod

NECK GAITER / ARM SLEEVES / FISHING GLOVES
¥1,800
¥1,800
¥2,500

Sun Protect

NECK GAITER

Gray camo
ARM SLEEVES

Gray camo
FISHING GLOVES

Gray camo
UPF50＋ UPF50＋ UPF50＋

UPF50＋ UPF50＋ UPF50＋NECK GAITER

Brown camo
ARM SLEEVES

Brown camo
FISHING GLOVES

Brown camo

YLTQPK

With the mark of Jackson's 
popular product "Athlete"!

With exclusive tab 
which is easy to remove 

The “LURE POD” is a resting pace for lures!

The lure pod has been designed to keep your lures in good condition and also protect yourself and those around you from coming into contact with sharp hooks. 

Whether in your vehicle, walking to your fishing spot, or in a boat, the lure pod can store a full lure with no parts of the lure protruding and with it being made from 

hard silicone material it won’t catch inside the pod either. The pod is fitted with a resin based carabiner clip so you can clip onto the guide of the rod, as hooks on 

your guides will damage your rod guides or on your belt or tackle pack when travelling, this way you are fully protected and your lure is safe and ready for when 

you need to use it. The lure pod metal parts are rust resistant stainless steel so it will have a long life. 
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men’s & women’s : ¥2,500   kid’s : ¥2,000Jackson T-shirt

袖

SIMPLE LOGO TEE
color : MixGray / LightBeige / DarkNavy

size : M / L / XL / XXL

Material : Cotton 100%

DRY SILKY TOUCH TEE
color : Navy / Burgundy

size : M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

Material : Polyester 100%

women’ s

DRY SILKY TOUCH X LINE TEECVC FRAIS TEE
color : BabyPink / Navy

size : S / M / L

Material : Cotton 70% / Polyester 30%

color : TropicalPink / Black / Navy

size : M / L

Material : Polyester 100%

SIMPLE LOGO TEE
color : MixGray / LightBlue

size : 90 / 120

Material : Cotton 100%

UPF50+

UPF50+

men’ s

kid’ s

Dry Silky Touch TEE

Black / Gold
UPF50+ UPF50+

¥3,000Tsuri Jack T-shirt
A T-shirt that expresses the spiritual attitude of Ryo Ikuma who keeps 

throwing without giving up.

A T-shirt that expresses Ichirou's fishing style that calls for miracles.

Back print (neck) Back print (neck)

NEVER GIVE UP  T-shirt MIRACLE  T-shirt

Dry Silky Touch TEE

White / Slver
size : S / M / L / XL / XXL

Material : Polyester 100%

size : S / M / L / XL / XXL

Material : Polyester 100%

There are two T shirt designs,a basic and durable cotton T, and the dry T which has excellent moisture absorption and quick drying. The color lineup is also 

abundant. It has a simple and basic design that is easy to match with any outfit. In addition, ladies' kids model are in the range for the first time.

* UPF is an abbreviation for UltraViolet 
Protection Factor. This is the global 
standard for UV protection. 

* The kid's model does not have a logo on 
the sleeve.

¥4,980Snap back Cap

College fish
Jackson by JUN WATANABE

Balloon logo
Jackson by JUN WATANABE

¥3,600Knit Cap / Knit

Jackson Knit Cap

Navy / Gray
 

Jackson Knit Cap

Beige / Ivory 

Jackson Knit

Indigo blue
Jackson Knit

Vintage black

¥3,480

Black

Night Black

Gray

Smile Fish Cap

¥3,980Sun visor Night Black

Front Back

With adjustable adjuster

The comfortable knit material keeps you warm and comfortable while Winter fishing!

【 J U N  W ATA N A B E 】

Creative director/Graphic designer
Designs mainly fashion items, and collaborates with many companies domestically and overseas.

Sun visor with Jackson logo. It is a simple design that is easy to match with any outfit. Excellent breathability while firmly preventing sunlight. With a sun visor, 

your hair won't become messy.
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Split Ring #1 Split Ring #2 Split Ring #3 Split Ring #4 Split Ring #5

Split Ring Quantity : 21#1 #2 #3 #4 #5Quantity : 19 Quantity : 15 Quantity : 13Quantity : 17

¥200

Quantity : 10

Quantity : 10

BALL BEARING RINGSWIVEL

Ball Bearing 
ringSwivel #1
10pc Silver 12kg (Breaking Strength 20kg) 

¥800

Ball Bearing 
ringSwivel #0
10pc Silver 8kg (Breaking Strength 15kg)

¥750
10pc Silver 15kg (Breaking Strength 25kg) 

¥850

Ball Bearing 
ring Swivel #2

10pc Silver 15kg (Breaking Strength 35kg)

¥900

Ball Bearing 
ring Swivel #3

10pc Silver 20kg (Breaking Strength 50kg)

¥950

Ball Bearing 
ring Swivel #4

Ball Bearing
Cross-Lock Swivel #0

Ball Bearing
Cross-Lock Swivel #1

Ball Bearing
Cross-Lock Swivel #2

Ball Bearing
Cross-Lock Swivel #3

10pc Silver 13kg (Breaking Strength 20kg)

¥800
10pc Silver 8kg (Breaking Strength 15kg)

¥750
10pc Silver 23kg (Breaking Strength 25kg)

¥850
10pc Silver 33kg (Breaking Strength 35kg)

¥900

Appropriate line : PE1~1.5 / Applied reel : SHIMANO #2500~5000 / ¥8,500

Quantity : 30 / ¥270Teiban SnapTeiban SnapTeiban Snap

Teiban Snap SS Teiban Snap S Teiban Snap M Teiban Snap L
9mm 10mm 12mm 16mm

▼Teppan Vib

▼Daniel [salt]

Ball Bearing Cross-Lock Swivel

Jackson LimitedJackson Limited

Wide range of types for shore and offshore.

Line roller
Zero Kai

In Collaboration with "M.T.C.W", a leading craft maker known for always creating innovative tackle, the "Line roller zero-kai Jackson limited" was born. It is custom 

item which ensures maximum performance when using PE lines. This is designed only for size No.2500～5000 of SHIMANO's spinning reels, which is for seabass, 

flat fish and light shore jigging. Suitable for PE 1～1.5 using an angled bush on the line roller. The Zero Kai decreases the wear on the line by putting the line into 

the roller immediately, and twist and entangling of the line is reduced dramatically at the same time. Therefore it helps to keep the best casting distance and 

reduced the stress for anglers. Improving the maintenance is one of the special features for this item, it is possible to keep its high rotation performance for a long 

period just by oiling the bearing which can be done by the angler himself. We proudly introduce "Line roller zero-kai Jackson Limited" with outstanding in quality 

and performance.

【Features】
1. Improved smoothness 
　of operation
2. Prevents wearing and 
　extends the life of the 
　PE Line.
3. Reduces tangling and 
　line twist.
4. Restores line quality for 
　extra distance casting
5. Improved drag perfor
　mance.
6. Improve the life of the 
　reel and less maintenance.

Contents

・Line roller

・2 bearings

・Adjustment shim

Compatible with all Shimano 

integrated line rollers. 

BB BB

screw bail

Installing position

Standard shape! Standard size! Large capacity! A snap that is perfect for the standard item "TEPPAN Vib / Daniel[salt]" is now available.



1. Use for fishing purposes only

2. Keep out of the baby's reach

3. Use after verifying the safety of the surroundings

4. The tip of the hooks are extremely sharp, please handle lures accordingly.

Caution when using Rod

Caution when using Lure

1.The material conducts electricity well,  please be careful 

of electric shock by high‐voltage line and wiring, please 

keep your  rods away from wir ings to  prevent  fata l  

acccidents.

2. Please be careful of electric shock by lightning, please 

refrain from using when lightning strikes are present in 

the area.

3 . U s e  a f t e r  v e r i f y i n g  t h e  s a f e t y  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  

surroundings,  It is extremely dangerous if the rod, lure 

or hook hit each other. 

4.Use for fishing purposes only

5. Keep out of the baby's reach

6.In case you broke the rod, please avoid touching the tips 

since the surface is dangerous.

7.Please cover your eyes with glasses and wear gloves and 

caps to protect yourself from the damage of broken rods.

8.Due to the material, rods can be broken by distorting, 

including high sticking the rod and over bendining.

Searchjackson.jp
Don’t miss out on our latest information!

Jackson Official Information

Facebook studio jackson TSURI JACKHomepage

Follow us on Instagram!

Check out our new items and our global anglers!

Send us your favorite shots★

#castsomethingdifferent

jackson_quon


